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INTRODUCTION

For many years, Internet users considered online activity to be confidential, their whereabouts protected by a veil of anonymity. This approach was best captured by the famous New Yorker cartoon-cum-adage, “On the Internet, nobody knows you’re a dog.”¹ The reality, alas, is quite different. Every search, query, click, page view, and link are logged, retained, analyzed, and used by a host of third parties, including websites (also known as “publishers”), advertisers, and a multitude of advertising intermediaries, including ad networks, ad exchanges, analytics providers, re-targeters, market researchers, and more. Although users may expect that many of their online activities are anonymous, the architecture of the Internet allows multiple parties to collect data and compile user profiles with various degrees of identifying information.²

¹ Peter Steiner, On the Internet, Nobody Knows You’re a Dog, NEW YORKER, July 5, 1993, at 61.
² See generally Omer Tene, Privacy: The New Generations, 1 INT’L DATA
The value created by online advertising, which fuels the majority of free content and services available online, has been immense. Online advertising is greatly enhanced by the ability to analyze and measure the effectiveness of ad campaigns and by online behavioral tracking, which tracks users' online activities in order to deliver tailored ads to that user. The more finely tailored the ad, the higher the conversion or “clickthrough” rate and, thus, the revenues of advertisers, publishers, and ad intermediaries.

Increasingly, users are voluntarily posting large amounts of data online, on social networking services, web forums, blogs and personal web pages. The harvesting and use of such data, while raising significant privacy issues, are beyond the scope of tracking discussed in this paper. The paradigmatic tracking activity examined here involves a third party, largely unfamiliar to the user, collecting and processing information about her based on her browsing activity on various unrelated websites in order to compile an individual profile, which will be used to facilitate the targeting of ads. We call this type of activity, which

---

3. See FED. TRADE COMM’N, SELF-REGULATORY PRINCIPLES FOR ONLINE BEHAVIORAL ADVERTISING i (2009) [hereinafter OBA REPORT], available at http://www.ftc.gov/os/2009/02/P085400behavadreport.pdf (“This expanding [online] marketplace has provided many benefits to consumers, including free access to rich sources of information . . . .”).

4. Id. at 2.

5. Tene, supra note 2, at 16.


7. Cf. CTR. FOR DEMOCRACY & TECH., WHAT DOES “DO NOT TRACK” MEAN? 3, 5 (Jan. 31, 2011), http://www.ctd.org/files/pdfs/CDT-DNT-Report.pdf [hereinafter CDT WHAT DOES “DO NOT TRACK” MEAN?] (defining “tracking” as “the collection and correlation of data about the Internet activities of a particular user, computer, or device, over time and across non-commonly branded websites, for any purpose other than fraud prevention or compliance with law enforcement requests” and “third-party online behavioral advertising” as “the collection of data about a particular user, computer, or device, regarding web usage over time and across non-commonly branded websites for the purpose of
studies indicate has created an uneasy feeling among many users, “online behavioral tracking.”

“In the past decade, the number and quality of online data collection technologies have increased.” The collection and use of large amounts of data to create detailed personal profiles have clear privacy implications. Users have remained largely oblivious to the mechanics of the market for online information, including data collection processes, prospective data uses, and the identity of the myriad actors involved. While users clearly benefit from the rich diversity of online content and services provided without charge, such benefits need to be weighed against the costs imposed on users’ privacy.

Behavioral tracking is currently a major issue in the online privacy debate. At the center of the discussion is the Federal Trade Commission’s Do Not Track (DNT) proposal. This is because the simplicity of DNT crystallizes the deep ideological divide about right and wrong in online activities. The debate raging around DNT and the specific details of its implementation (opt-in; opt-out; browser, cookie or black list based; etc.) disguise a more fundamental disagreement among stakeholders about deeper societal values and norms. Unless policymakers address this underlying normative question—is online behavioral tracking a social good or an unnecessary evil?—they may not be able to find a solution for implementing user choice in the context of online privacy. Practical progress advancing user privacy will be better served if policymakers and industry focus

using such data to predict user preferences or interests and to deliver advertising to that individual or her computer or device based on the preferences or interests inferred from such web viewing behaviors”.

8. See JOSEPH TUROW ET AL., AMERICANS REJECT TAILORED ADVERTISING AND THREE ACTIVITIES THAT ENABLE IT 17 (2009), http://repository.upenn.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1138&context=asc_papers (reporting that sixty-six percent of adults in the United States do not want websites to show them tailored advertising; seventy-five percent say that tailoring ads to them based on their age and the website they are currently visiting is not “OK”; and eighty-seven percent say that tailoring ads to them based on their age and other websites they have previously visited is not “OK”).


10. See, e.g., TUROW, supra note 8, at 4 (“When asked true-false questions about companies’ rights to share and sell information about their activities online and off, respondents on average answer only 1.5 of 5 online laws and 1.7 of the 4 offline laws correctly because they falsely assume government regulations prohibit the sale of data.”).
their debate on the desirable balance between efficiency and individual rights, and on whether businesses implement tracking mechanisms fairly and responsibly.

By emphasizing “transparency and user consent,” in European data protection terms, or “notice and choice,” in United States parlance, the current legal framework imposes a burden on business and users that both parties struggle to lift. Users are ill placed to make responsible decisions about their online data—given, on the one hand, their cognitive biases and low stake in each data- (or datum-) transaction and, on the other hand, the increasing complexity of the online information ecosystem. Indeed, even many privacy professionals would be hard pressed to explain the inner-workings of the online market for personal information, the parties involved, and the actual or potential uses of information. Imposing this burden on users places them at an inherent disadvantage and ultimately compromises their rights. It is tantamount to imposing the burden of health care decisions on patients instead of doctors.

Granted, both sides of the online behavioral tracking debate may be guilty of policy laundering: the industry, for holding out users’ vacuous, uninformed consent as a basis for depicting tracking as a voluntary practice; and privacy advocates, for proposing opt-in rules in order to decimate the data-for-service value exchange. Instead of repeatedly passing the buck to users, the debate should focus on the limits of online behavioral tracking practices by considering which activities are socially acceptable and spelling out default norms accordingly. At the end of the day, it is not the size of the font in privacy notices or location of check-boxes in advanced browser settings which will legitimize or delegitimize online behavioral tracking. Rather, it will be the boundaries set by policymakers—either in law, regulation, or self-regulation—for tracking practices


12. Danny Weitzner, Associate Administrator at the National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA), recently suggested the United States would seek a framework for online “privacy law without regulation.” Declan McCullagh, White House Pledges New Net Privacy Approach, CNET (Aug. 22, 2011, 4:54 PM), http://news.cnet.com/8301-31921_3-20095790-
based on their utility and relative intrusiveness.

The debate raging around online behavioral tracking generally and DNT in particular is a smoke screen for a discussion that all parties hesitate to hold around deeper values and social norms. Which is more important: efficiency or privacy;\textsuperscript{13} law enforcement or individual rights;\textsuperscript{14} reputation or freedom of speech?\textsuperscript{15} Policymakers must engage with the underlying normative question: Is online behavioral tracking a societal good, funding the virtue of the online economy and bringing users more relevant, personalized content and services,\textsuperscript{16} or is it an evil scheme for businesses to enrich themselves on account of ignorant users, and for governments to create a foundation for pervasive surveillance? Policymakers cannot continue to sidestep these questions in the hope that “users will decide” for themselves.

Regardless of fine-tuning, the notice and choice mechanism presented to users will never be value-neutral and balanced. The discussion among policymakers has been captured by debate of exactly how choice should be made, obsessed with the procedural mechanics of choosing (opt-in, opt-out, pre-checked box, forced choice, central opt-out, located on web page, linked to privacy policy, in browser, in advanced settings, etc.). The underlying premise—if users only knew, they would choose right—is not a legitimate value-based proposition. Maintaining that, “we do not have a position with respect to online behavioral tracking; our only position is that users should have a

\begin{quote}
\texttt{281/white-house-pledges-new-net-privacy-approach/}.
\end{quote}


\textsuperscript{16} FTC Commissioner J. Thomas Rosch recently suggested that the potential downsides of regulatory initiatives include “the loss of relevancy, the loss of free content, the replacement of current advertising with even more intrusive advertising.” Declan McCullagh, \textit{FTC Commissioner Calls for New ‘Do Not Track’ Approach}, CNET (Aug. 22, 2011, 10:51 AM), http://news.cnet.com/8301-31921_3-20095536-281/ftc-commissioner-calls-for-new-do-not-track-approach/.
freedom to choose,” typically hides the real argument: users should choose what we think is right for them.

The reason policymakers fail to reach consensus on transparency and choice is that such mechanisms are inherently skewed and always disguise a value judgment about the object of choice. Policymakers decided smoking is a social evil, imposing tremendous costs on the state and individuals; hence notices on cigarette packs are visceral (photo of emaciated lungs or dead bodies) and scolding (“cigarettes cause cancer;” “smoking can kill you”).17 Policymakers decided front seat passenger airbags should not be deactivated except after careful, premeditated deliberation; hence they disguised the disabling switch and permitted only authorized mechanics to perform the operation after customers execute liability release forms.18 Policymakers decided unsolicited commercial communications (spam) did more harm than good (interruptions at dinner table and faxes sent in the middle of the night rather than allowing small businesses to efficiently and cheaply market their goods and services). Therefore, policymakers throttled this practice through burdensome opt-in requirements (in Europe) or a simple, centralized, prominent opt-out mechanism (in the United States).19 If policymakers do not decide whether online behavioral tracking is a societal good or evil, they will never be able to settle the discussion about notice and choice.

Part II of this Article describes various online tracking technologies that have been implemented by industry to docu-


18. Cf. HEIKO JOHANNSEN ET AL., *MISUSE OF AIRBAG DEACTIVATION WHEN CHILDREN ARE TRAVELLING IN THE FRONT PASSENGER SEAT* 2 (2009), http://www-nrd.nhtsa.dot.gov/pdf/esv/esv21/09-0351.pdf (“In recent years the possibilities of airbag deactivation have changed considerably. While the only way to disable the airbag was the general deactivation by a garage several years ago, some techniques are offered today allowing the deactivation and reactivation in a simple way. The most common one is an on/off-switch integrated in the car. It can be designed as a key switch, which is used with the car key to switch off the airbag. This comparatively simple way to deactivate the airbag for the front passenger seat facilitates the use of that seat for rear facing child restraint systems (CRS), which is an important relief for parents.”).

ment, analyze, and leverage browsing information. Part III describes the different purposes of online behavioral tracking and identifies the parties involved. Part IV lays out the existing, albeit shifting, regulatory framework applicable to online behavioral tracking in the European Union, United States, and through industry self-regulatory initiatives. Part V addresses existing proposals for regulatory reform, including the Federal Trade Commission’s DNT scheme and the initial industry response. Part VI discusses the state of current developments as well as the correct allocation of responsibility among users, businesses, and policymakers. Part VII concludes by arguing that instead of passing responsibility on to users, policymakers should engage with the underlying value question weighing the benefits of online data usage against its privacy costs.

II. ONLINE TRACKING DEVICES

Online tracking technologies have been progressing rapidly, from cookies to “super cookies,” to browser fingerprinting and device identifiers. The “data deluge,” or the availability of massive amounts of computerized data, makes the enhanced tracking technology even more powerful. In addition, today information can be collected and stored with considerable ease and at low costs. This powerful combination has motivated businesses to seek more innovative ways to manage and analyze heaps of data accumulated through various business processes. This Part describes the main tracking technologies,


21. Tene, supra note 2, at 17.

22. See id. at 26 (noting the “ease and low cost” associated with data retention).

noting their relative transparency to users and how amenable they are for user control.

A. COOKIES

Today, many people may be aware that their web browsing activity over time and across sites can be tracked using browser, or HTTP, cookies.²⁴ Starting in the 1990s, cookies were initially used to carry information between different web pages and offer re-identification of repeat visitors for usability reasons.²⁵ They allowed users to view the time and weather in their hometown, compile a shopping cart over time, and use personalized homepages.²⁶ By storing log-in credentials to various websites, cookies enabled users to revisit favorite websites without having to manage dozens of usernames and pass-

²⁴ In fact, it is not even clear that this statement is true with respect to “plain vanilla” cookies (excuse the pun). In a series of empirical research projects, Joseph Turow, Chris Hoofnagle, Jennifer King and others have uncovered a striking degree of “privacy illiteracy” on the part of online users. For example, researchers found that users overvalue the mere fact that a website has a privacy policy, and assume that websites carrying the label have strong rules to protect personal data. Indeed, users interpret the existence of a “privacy policy” as a “quality seal” that denotes adherence to a set of acceptable standards. CHRIŞ JAY HOOFNAGLE & JENNIFER KING, WHAT CALIFORNIANS UNDERSTAND ABOUT PRIVACY ONLINE 2 (2008), available at http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1262130. See generally JOSEPH TUROW ET AL., OPEN TO EXPLOITATION: AMERICAN SHOPPERS ONLINE AND OFFLINE 3 (2005), http://www.annenbergpublicpolicycenter.org/NewsDetails.aspx?myId=31 (follow “View the report” hyperlink) ("Most Americans who use the Internet have little idea how vulnerable they are to abuse by online and offline marketers and how the information they provide can be used to exploit them."). Nevertheless, Turow, Hoofnagle and others report that 39% of online users, including 33% of users aged 18–24, regularly delete HTTP cookies. CHRIS HOOFNAGLE ET AL., HOW DIFFERENT ARE YOUNG ADULTS FROM OLDER ADULTS WHEN IT COMES TO INFORMATION PRIVACY ATTITUDES AND POLICIES? 13 (2010), http://www.ftc.gov/os/comments/privacyroundtable/544506-00125.pdf.


²⁶ Windows Internet Explorer 8 Privacy Statement, WINDOWS, http://windows.microsoft.com/en-US/Internet-explorer/products/ie-8/privacy-statement (last visited Nov. 1, 2011) (“A cookie is often used to personalize your visit to a website or to save you time. For example, to facilitate a purchase the cookie could contain shopping cart information such as your current selection, as well as contact information such as your name or e-mail address . . . . [I]f you do not allow cookies at all, you might not be able to view some websites or take advantage of customization features (such as local news and weather, or stock quotes).”).
Enhancements in the functionality of cookies provided websites and advertisers with a new means of collecting information about consumer interests and targeting advertisements on the basis of such information. When cookies were first utilized, information stored by cookies was not accessible to every website due to browser security policies. Such cookies, referred to as “first party cookies,” created less of a privacy issue since they allowed a given website to track a user’s activity strictly on that site. Subsequently, sharing of information between websites visited by a single user grew rapidly. Today, such information sharing techniques have become pervasive among popular websites, allowing users to be tracked in a multitude of ways. Tracking users across domains was enabled by cookies placed by third parties on many different websites before.

27. Cookies: Frequently Asked Questions, WINDOWS, http://windows.microsoft.com/en-us/Windows7/Cookies-frequently-asked-questions (last visited Nov. 1, 2011) (“[C]ookies can enrich your experience by allowing the site to learn your preferences or allowing you to skip having to sign in every time you go to the website.”).

28. See Cookie Synching, KRUX (Feb. 24, 2010), http://www.kruxdigital.com/broadcasts/krux_blog/cookie_synching/ (“Cookies are domain specific—in other words, a Cookie set by domain foo.com cannot be read by a server from domain bar.com. This present[sic] a problem for server-to-server advertising protocols like RTB, where the bidders cannot read cookies set from their domain because they don’t have access to the user’s browser.”).

29. See, e.g., Keck, supra note 25, at 109–10 (“[W]hen people visit a website in order to purchase something, there is a reasonable expectation that they will interact with the website they are visiting. Hence, a first-party website may use tracking technology, such as cookies or other means, to observe the person’s interaction. When an item is selected, the company may reasonably require payment and is entitled to ask for the person’s name, credit card number, and a certain amount of information necessary to guard against fraud . . . . All of these items have been socially bargained for by the individual in order to purchase the item that he or she needs. A person’s reasonable expectation of privacy has either been waived or defeated by his or her interaction with the website.”) (footnotes omitted).


31. See Cukier, supra note 23, at 1 (“[E]nsuring data security and protecting privacy is becoming harder as the information multiplies and is shared ever more widely around the world.”).
longing, for example, to an ad network. An ad network typically places a cookie on a user's computer, which the network can subsequently recognize as the user moves from site to site. Using this identifier, the network can create a user profile based on the range of sites the user visits. Increasingly, in a process known as "cookie synching," many third party cookies that advertising networks and exchanges use are linked to enable the availability of data across multiple platforms.

Such "third party," or "tracking" cookies drew criticism from privacy advocates and prompted lawsuits alleging computer fraud, wiretapping, and privacy violations. Although these lawsuits were largely unsuccessful, browser makers were incentivized to continue to improve privacy controls that gave users an increased ability to limit and delete cookies. Browsers now provide users a degree of control over cookies that include: allowing users to block all cookies, or only those cookies that were shared with third parties; to selectively enable or disable cookies on a site-by-site basis; or to allow cookies

32. Alissa Cooper and Hannes Tschofenig recently observe that "a user's perception or expectation of the difference between a 'first party' and a 'third party' may not fall neatly within the distinction between 'first-party domain' and 'third-party domain.' They present the example of a website sharing data with an analytics service provider using the same domain, although users may consider such a service provider to be a 'third party'; conversely, users may expect to receive information via a social networking service from a photo-sharing service hosted at a different domain, while continuing to view the transaction as one performed with a single party. Alissa Cooper & Hannes Tschofenig, Overview of Universal Opt-Out Mechanisms for Web Tracking, (Mar. 7, 2011) (expired working paper), available at http://tools.ietf.org/html/draft-cooper-web-tracking-opt-outs-00.

33. See, e.g., Keck, supra note 25, at 89 ("An advertising company can use single point of entry, any website, email message, Microsoft document, or software program, to set a cookie to a user's computer that can then be read across other websites and interact with the advertiser's web server.").


35. See Cookie Synching, supra note 28.


37. E.g., Pharmatrak, 292 F. Supp. 2d at 268 (motion for summary judgment granted); DoubleClick, 154 F. Supp. 2d at 527 (complaint dismissed with prejudice).

38. Eric C. Bosset et al., supra note 9, at 3.
for a website generally but delete a specific cookie they find objectionable.\textsuperscript{39}

Few users understand how to actively manage their cookie settings.\textsuperscript{40} Nevertheless, websites are relatively transparent with respect to their first and third party cookie policies, particularly when compared to other tracking devices.\textsuperscript{41} This allows users to exert choice to manage cookie settings or avoid downloading cookies altogether.

**B. FLASH COOKIES**

Recent news reports,\textsuperscript{42} as well as class action lawsuits, alleged online advertisers misused Flash cookies, or “local shared objects,” to store information about users’ web browsing history, employing Flash cookies in a way unrelated to the delivery of content through the Flash Player.\textsuperscript{43}

As a tracking mechanism, Flash cookies offer online adver-

\textsuperscript{39.} See, e.g., Dan Goodin, *IE is Tough on Flash Cookies but Ignores Homegrown Threat*, The REGISTER (U.K.) (May 5, 2011), http://www.theregister.co.uk/2011/05/05/silverlight_privacy_menace (discussing how Internet Explorer is following suit, after other browsers like Google Chrome and Mozilla Firefox made it possible for users to delete flash cookies).
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tisers several advantages vis-à-vis HTTP cookies. First, Flash cookies can contain up to 100KB of information by default, compared to 4KB by HTTP cookies.\textsuperscript{44} Second, Flash cookies do not have expiration dates by default, whereas HTTP cookies expire at the end of a session unless programmed otherwise.\textsuperscript{45} Third, unlike HTTP cookies, which can be managed simply by changing browser settings, Flash cookies are stored in a separate directory that many users are unaware of and do not know how to control.\textsuperscript{46} Indeed, a number of lawsuits contended that online advertisers used Flash cookies to collect information about users’ web browsing to circumvent those users’ choice to set their browser to reject cookies.\textsuperscript{47} “[E]rasing HTTP cookies, clearing history, erasing the cache,” or even using the “Private Browsing” mode added to most browsers, still allows Flash cookies to operate fully.\textsuperscript{48} Finally, and most disturbing, Flash cookies were alleged to have been used for “respawning”—the practice of restoring deleted HTTP cookies, thereby overriding users’ express choice to limit third party tracking.\textsuperscript{49}

These differences make Flash cookies a more resilient and intrusive tracking technology than HTTP cookies, and create an area of uncertainty for user control—not only of Flash but also of HTTP cookies. Fortunately, Flash software maker Adobe Systems has recently addressed this alleged misuse by coordinating its application programming interface (API) with browser companies so that by deleting HTTP cookies users will also clear their Flash cookies.\textsuperscript{50} Follow-up research by Aleecia

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item \textsuperscript{44} \textsc{Ashkan Soltani et al.}, Flash Cookies and Privacy 1 (2009), available at http://ssrn.com/abstract=1446862.
\item \textsuperscript{45} \textit{Id.}
\item \textsuperscript{46} \textit{Id.}
\item \textsuperscript{47} Brian Tarran, Lawsuits Target Quantcast, Clearspring Over Use of Flash Cookies, \textsc{Research} (Aug. 17, 2010), http://www.research-live.com/news/legal/lawsuits-target-quantcast-clearspring-over-use-of-flash-cookies/4003387.article.
\item \textsuperscript{48} \textsc{Soltani}, supra note 44, at 1.
\item \textsuperscript{49} \textit{Id.}
\item \textsuperscript{50} Emmy Huang, On Improving Privacy: Managing Local Storage in Flash Player, \textsc{Adobe Flash Platform Blog} (Jan. 12, 2011, 12:09 PM), http://blogs.adobe.com/flashplatform/2011/01/on-improving-privacy-managing-local-storage-in-flash-player.html (“Representatives from several key companies, including Adobe, Mozilla and Google have been working together to define a new browser API (NPAPI ClearSiteData) for clearing local data, which was approved for implementation on January 5, 2011. Any browser that implements the API will be able to clear local storage for any plugin that also implements the API . . . . Still, we know the Flash Player Settings Manager could be easier to use, and we’re working on a redesign coming in a future re-
McDonald and Lorrie Cranor found little evidence of websites using Flash functionality to respawn HTTP cookies.51

While Flash cookies have been the focus of litigation, similar tracking results can be obtained with other types of local storage, such as Microsoft’s Silverlight framework,52 HTML 5 databases, and ETags.53 The new web language and its additional features present more tracking opportunities because the technology uses a process in which large amounts of data can be collected and stored locally on users’ machines, while users have little transparency and control with respect to such data collection and use.54

C. BROWSER FINGERPRINTING

Initially deployed by banks to prevent identity fraud55 and by software companies to preclude illegal copying of computer software, browser fingerprinting also is a powerful technique

lease of Flash Player, which will bring together feedback from our users and external privacy advocates. Focused on usability, this redesign will make it simpler for users to understand and manage their Flash Player settings and privacy preferences.”).


52. Goodin, supra note 39 (“Silverlight has a scheme known as isolated storage that allows Redmond’s Flash-wannabe program to read, write and delete files inside a virtual file system.”).


54. Tanzina Vega, Web Code Offers New Ways to See What Users Do Online, N.Y. TIMES, Oct. 11, 2010, at A1 (“The new Web language and its additional features present more tracking opportunities because the technology uses a process in which large amounts of data can be collected and stored on the user’s hard drive while online. Because of that process, advertisers and others could, experts say, see weeks or even months of personal data. That could include a user’s location, time zone, photographs, text from blogs, shopping cart contents, e-mails and a history of the Web pages visited.”).

for tracking online users.\textsuperscript{56} By gathering seemingly innocuous bits of information, such as a browser’s version number, plug-ins, operating system, and language, websites can uniquely identify (“fingerprint”) a browser and, by proxy, its user.\textsuperscript{57} Not only do browser fingerprints track users more accurately than cookies, they are also harder to detect and control than predecessor technologies.\textsuperscript{58} In addition, users do not have tools at their disposal for making a browser more anonymous.\textsuperscript{59}

In a comprehensive study, the Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF) found that while some browsers are less likely to contain unique configurations, such as those that block JavaScript, and some browser plug-ins may be configured to limit the information a browser shares with the websites a user visits, it remains very difficult to reconfigure a browser to make it less identifiable.\textsuperscript{60} Even sophisticated web users would need to strain to verify whether their browser is being fingerprinted.\textsuperscript{61} And while users may purposefully modify their configuration, adding or deleting fonts, or updating software, trackers would still recognize them.\textsuperscript{62} Hence, fingerprinting is “largely invisible, tough to fend off and semi-permanent.”\textsuperscript{63}

\textsuperscript{56} Although the use of browser fingerprinting by industry for advertising or tracking is still nascent, early business models are starting to emerge. See, e.g., Julia Angwin & Jennifer Valentino-Devries, \textit{Race Is on to 'Fingerprint' Phones, PCs}, WSJ.COM (Nov. 30, 2010), http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748704679204575646704100959546.html (“Device fingerprinting is a powerful emerging tool in this trade. It’s ‘the next generation of online advertising.’”); \textsc{Blue Cava}, http://www.bluecava.com/ (last visited Oct. 16, 2011) (“In the center of BlueCavaland is our patented device identification technology that generates unique fingerprints for any Internet connected electronic device.”).

\textsuperscript{58} \textsc{Peter Eckersley, Elec. Frontier Found., How Unique Is Your Web Browser?} 3–5 (2010), available at https://panopticlick.eff.org/browser-uniqueness.pdf; see also Angwin, \textit{supra} note 56 (“It might seem that one computer is pretty much like any other. Far from it: Each has a different clock setting, different fonts, different software and many other characteristics that make it unique. Every time a typical computer goes online, it broadcasts hundreds of such details as a calling card to other computers it communicates with.”).

\textsuperscript{59} \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{60} \textsc{Eckersley, supra} note 57, at 16.

\textsuperscript{61} Angwin, \textit{supra} note 56.

\textsuperscript{62} \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{63} \textit{Id.}
D. MOBILE DEVICES

Mobile browsing is expected to surpass fixed Internet use in the next few years, rendering the tracking of users of mobile devices, including phones and tablets, increasingly important.64 Mobile browsing differs from fixed browsing in two significant ways. First, users carry their mobile device with them at all times, allowing ad intermediaries to track not only their browsing activity but also their physical location; indeed, few devices store more personal details about their users than mobile phones, including contact numbers, location, and a unique identifying number that cannot be changed or turned off.65 Second, mobile users consume online services by downloading applications (apps), software programs that allow them to play games, read e-books, or search for restaurants without launching a browser or using a search engine.66 Mobile apps thus replace browsers and search engines as the main entry gate to the mobile Internet.

In a recent class action lawsuit, plaintiffs claimed the defendant company used an HTML5 storage database on users’ mobile devices to store an assigned unique identifying number in order to track users across websites for advertising purposes in violation of several federal and California statutes.67 The defendant’s CEO, Bob Walczak, responded to the suit by maintaining that privacy controls were in place and that the company had not violated any privacy laws.68 Plaintiffs claimed that


66. See Ryan Kim, 15 Percent of Mobile Apps Launched While Offline, GIGAOM (May 10, 2011, 5:06 AM), http://gigaom.com/2011/05/10/15-percent-of-mobile-apps-launched-while-offline/ (“While many games and apps are totally usable offline, a lot of apps are shortcuts that take you to online content.”).


68. Kravets, supra note 67.
even in the unlikely case that users found and deleted the HTML5 database, it would soon be repopulated with identical identifying information.69

Earlier this year, federal prosecutors in New Jersey launched an investigation to check whether mobile apps illegally obtained and transmitted information about their users—including users’ location and device unique identifiers—without proper disclosure, in violation of federal privacy laws.70 Investigators examined whether app makers fully described to users the types of information they collected and what it would be used for.71 In the same vein, the Wall Street Journal reported that an examination of 101 popular apps revealed that 56 of the apps transmitted user phones’ unique device IDs to third parties without the users’ awareness or consent.72 Forty-seven apps transmitted the phone’s location and five sent age, gender and other personal information to third party advertisers.73 The Wall Street Journal reported that “[a] growing industry is assembling this data into profiles of cellphone users.”74

In the mobile app economy, compliance with privacy expectations is inconsistent at best. On the one hand, many app makers are small software developers, even garage-based youngsters writing code, who are judgment-proof and hardly attuned to privacy regulation.75 On the other hand, allocating liability to app intermediaries such as operating system makers (namely Google and Apple) or to network operators (such as AT&T or Verizon) raises thorny issues given the daunting difficulties such intermediaries would face if required to screen the

71. Id.
73. Id.
74. Id.
75. See Geoffrey Goetz, The Average iOS App Publisher Isn’t Making Much Money, GIGAOM (Apr. 21, 2011, 12:05 PM), http://gigaom.com/apple/the-average-ios-app-publisher-isnt-making-much-money/ (“While there may have been over 10 billion app downloads, that number spreads the $2 billion that Apple has paid to publishers over its three-year lifespan very thin. These numbers translate into an economy where there is just over $8,500 per publisher per year to go around. Keep in mind that a publisher may be just a single developer, or a whole team of analysts, developers, testers and managers . . . .”).
privacy, or indeed any policies, of the hundreds of thousands of mobile apps they host. The logic underpinning the blanket immunity granted to online intermediaries under Section 230 of the Communications Decency Act76 applies in similar force here. Intermediary liability would stifle innovation, restrict free speech, raise antitrust concerns, and dampen the online economy. The upshot of all this is that users of the mobile Internet are subject to opaque data collection and use practices by multiple parties, many of them obscure to users and largely insulated from regulation. Transparency and user control are very low.77

E. DEEP PACKET INSPECTION

One technology that has created significant concern when used for online behavioral tracking is deep packet inspection (DPI). Initially employed by Internet service providers (ISPs) for security and maintenance,78 DPI has emerged as a new tool utilized by advertising companies to categorize all of the websites a user visited in order to tailor banner ads.79 The President of the Center for Democracy and Technology (CDT), Leslie Harris, likens it to “postal employees opening envelopes and reading the letters inside.”80

77. For example, to opt-out of mobile ad targeting at many mobile ad networks, users are required to accept an opt-out cookie and provide their unique device identifier (UDID). See, e.g., Frequently Asked Questions about Online Behavioral Advertising and the Consumer Opt Out Page, SELF-REGULATORY PROGRAM FOR ONLINE BEHAVIORAL ADVER., http://www.aboutads.info/how-interest-based-ads-work#cookies-and-optout (last visited Nov. 1, 2011) (“When a user chooses not to receive online behavioral advertising from certain companies on the Consumer Opt Out Page, those companies place a `opt-out' cookie in the user's browser to tell the company not to deliver such advertising in future.”); InMobi Privacy Statement, INMOBI, http://www.inmobi.com/terms/privacy-policy/ (last modified July 27, 2011) (“If you wish to opt-out please send your device's UDID to optout@inmobi.com.”).
DPI would give advertisers the ability to show ads to people based on extremely detailed profiles of their online activity. Indeed, by partnering with ISPs, ad networks would potentially gain access to profiles based on a wide view of an individual’s online traffic as it travels through the ISP’s infrastructure. Some have argued that traditional ad networks have very broad access to users’ web surfing, and when additional data from data exchanges is brought into the process they too may have an extraordinarily wide view of a user’s activity; yet the backlash against DPI-based ad targeting led to leading United States ISPs publicly committing to only using such an advertising model with consumer consent. As a result, the leading United States company in the DPI business, NebuAd, folded. Phorm, the company that kicked off the controversy over DPI in the United Kingdom, is now publicly active only in Korea and Brazil and has proposed an opt-in model for its services in the United States with little success to date.

F. HISTORY SNIFFING

Browser history sniffing exploits the functionality of browsers that display hyperlinks of visited and non-visited sites in different colors (blue for unvisited sites; purple for vis-

81. Balachander Krishnamurthy & Craig E. Wills, Privacy Diffusion on the Web: A Longitudinal Perspective § 4.3 fig. 2 (2009), http://www.research.att.com/~bala/papers/www09.pdf (reporting that, as of September 2008, the Google “family”—including Doubleclick, Google Analytics, etc.—presented on circa 60% of all websites).

82. Sam Diaz, ISPs Keep Their Distance from Deep Packet Inspection, ZDNET.COM (Sept. 25, 2008), http://www.zdnet.com/blog/btl/isps-keep-their-distance-from-deep-packet-inspection/10166 (“Testimony this morning from AT&T, Verizon and Time Warner Cable executives were [sic] all very similar: we respect our customers [sic] privacy, customers should be given an opt-in-not opt-out-choice . . . .”).


A website is allowed to query a user's browser history in order to know what color to render the links displayed on its web pages. Websites apparently exploited this functionality by running Javascript code in order to list hundreds of URLs, thereby recreating a user's browsing history—all without the user's knowledge or consent. A recent lawsuit alleged that websites and ad intermediaries violated consumer protection and cybercrime laws by using “history sniffing” to surreptitiously detect which websites a user has visited by running code inside the user's browser. Apple's Safari was the first major browser to insulate users against this threat by fixing the bug that allowed it to work, soon to be followed by Google Chrome as well as beta versions of Mozilla Firefox and Microsoft Internet Explorer.

III. USES OF TRACKING

The collection, retention, use and transfer of information about online users come in many guises. In order to maintain a stable equilibrium between user expectations and the legitimate needs of online businesses, the market must reinforce mechanisms for transparency and user control over online behavioral tracking, while at the same time not overly impeding the fundamental business model of the Internet economy, fi-


87. Id.
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financing products and services by targeted ads. In a recent research paper, Howard Beales, former Director of the Bureau of Consumer Protection at the FTC, asserted that the price of behaviorally targeted advertising was 2.68 times greater than the price of untargeted ads.91 In addition, the same data used for online behavioral tracking is also collected for less privacy sensitive purposes distinct from targeted advertising, such as enhancing user experience, measuring effective exposure, and preventing fraud and misconduct.92

A. FIRST PARTY TRACKING

A first party is “a functional entity with which a user reasonably expects to exchange data.”93 This concept of a first party has largely been the result of users’ perception as to what constitutes a first party.94 However, a more technical and slightly different definition exists which characterizes a first party domain as “the domain of a web site to which a user agent directs an explicit request on behalf of a user.”95 Examples of first parties include websites that track users to support billing, complete online transactions, personalize user experience and website design, provide product recommendations and shopping cart services, tailor content and target their own products or services. For example, when a user signs on to Amazon and enters a username and password, the system will match that sign-on information to saved preferences and personalize the experience for that user, maintaining her shopping cart and providing personalized product recommendations.96

92. OBA REPORT, supra note 3, at 26–27. The self-regulatory principles proposed by the Federal Trade Commission also exclude from their scope any non-advertising behavioral targeting, contextual advertising, and first party tracking. Id. at 20–30.
94. Id. at 7.
95. Id. at 8.
96. Id. at 5 (“Not all of these tracking domains are used for behavioral advertising. Tracking—in the generic sense of correlating a single user agent’s requests across multiple domains—is used for a number of other purposes, including web analytics, web site personalization, ad reporting (e.g., calculating the number of ad views or clicks), market research, fraud detection, and federated authentication.”).
B. Analytics

Many website owners use third-party analytics tools to evaluate traffic on their own websites.97 These tools allow websites to compile a comprehensive set of statistics about visitors, including how often they visit, their domains and countries of origin, what pages they view the most, and which operating system and browser they use to access the website.98 Google Analytics, for example, offers to help a seller “[l]earn which keywords, sites and locations bring high-value traffic, and be more informed about how visitors are reacting to your site’s content.”99 This activity is not considered “online behavioral tracking”—even though the data is collected by a third party—because the information collected relates exclusively to traffic on the first party’s site.100 Assuming service providers (“processors” in European data protection parlance) comply with basic requirements of data security and purpose limitation, such activity is not considered to expose customers to privacy risks.101

97. See Web Numbers: What’s Real, BLOOMBERG BUSINESSWEEK (Oct. 23, 2006), http://www.businessweek.com/magazine/content/06_43/b4006095.htm (“Rather than simply relying on a Web site’s traffic reports, advertisers traditionally compared that data with information from Nielsen//NetRatings Inc. (NTRT) and comScore, independent services that recruit Web surfers to record their mouse clicks.”).

98. See, e.g., OPEN RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE USE OF WEB MEASUREMENT TOOLS ON FEDERAL GOVERNMENT WEB SITES, CTR. FOR DEMOCRACY & TECH. & ELEC. FRONTIER F. 5 (2009) [hereinafter OPEN RECOMMENDATIONS], available at http://www.cdt.org/privacy/20090512_analytics.pdf (explaining that web analytics gets the information provided by measurement tools and then may report on the individual level).


100. See OBA REPORT, supra note 3, at 28 n.58 (“To the extent that websites share data with third-party service providers in order to deliver ads or perform some of the internal functions described above, such sharing will still be considered ‘first party’ use, provided there is no further use of the data by the service provider.”).

Moreover, many leading analytics providers allow end users to opt-out of online measurement.\textsuperscript{102}

C. MEASUREMENT

Given that the online ecosystem is supported by advertising, websites, advertisers and ad intermediaries must use various tools to measure user engagement and the effectiveness of ad campaigns. Such tools log page views, visits, unique visitors, entry and exit pages, referrers and clickthrough rates, to facilitate accounting among the multiple parties to online transactions.\textsuperscript{103} In addition, tracking is used for “frequency capping,”—ensuring that the same ad is not shown repeatedly to a given browser or user.\textsuperscript{104}

Websites, advertisers, and ad intermediaries use measurement tools for two major purposes. The first is to confirm to advertisers the delivery and posting of their advertisements according to contracted schedules by providing related posting status, data, and reports.\textsuperscript{105} The other is to measure user engagement and analyze the effectiveness of posted advertising.\textsuperscript{106}

Regardless of the ongoing debate surrounding the desired scope of online tracking, almost all websites featuring ads as much as those operations are likely to present a specific risk to the rights and freedoms of the data subjects.”); OPEN RECOMMENDATIONS, supra note 98, at 4–5 (explaining that, because analytical tools report data in the aggregate and only store it for a short period of time, there is a negligible risk of subsequently re-identifying individuals).


\textsuperscript{103.} See OPEN RECOMMENDATIONS, supra note 98, at 5 (explaining that web analytics can be employed to show individual-level data about users—including the user’s IP address, time stamps, page URLs, and browser and operating system information).


\textsuperscript{105.} Measurement, 3RD PARTY MEDIA ALLIANCE GRP., http://www.thethirdpartymediaalliancegroup.org/measurement (last visited Nov. 1, 2011) (“Web analytics is not just a tool for measuring website traffic but can be used as a tool for business research and market research. Web analytics applications can also help companies measure the results of traditional print advertising campaigns.”).

\textsuperscript{106.} Id.
would be adversely impacted if data collection for measurement purposes was curtailed. However, many ad networks use the same cookie for web measurement that they do for online behavioral tracking, so the opt-out they provide for tracking does limit collection for measurement as well.\textsuperscript{107} Given that historic opt-out rates are estimated at less than one percent of all users, ad networks have been able to provide users with this choice without significantly impacting measurement needs.\textsuperscript{108} Significantly higher opt-out rates would be likely to upset the basic business model.

In a joint report, the CDT and EFF distinguish between web measurement, which is confined to reporting results in the aggregate, and web analytics, which covers a broader space of practices that may involve reporting individual-level data.\textsuperscript{109}

The CDT and EFF note that the risk of re-identifying an individual user based on only the reported aggregate measurement data is negligible, and that any individual-level data collected for the purpose of measurement is retained only for a limited time period.\textsuperscript{110}

D. NETWORK SECURITY

Websites and ISPs have multiple reasons to log and track the traffic that comes through their systems, including limiting malicious activity, such as denial of service attacks, viruses and

\begin{flushright}
\textsuperscript{107} OB\textsuperscript{A} REPORT, supra note 3, at 26–27.  \\
\textsuperscript{108} Joe Mullin, Less Than 1 Percent of Firefox Users Using ‘Do Not Track’ Option, PAID\textsuperscript{C}ONTENT.ORG (Apr. 22, 2011, 1:00 PM), http://paidcontent.org/article/419-less-than-1-of-firefox-users-using-do-not-track-option. Google disclosed that of those users who encounter its ad preferences manager and opt-out interface (ostensibly, the more privacy-conscious users), under seven percent elect to opt-out of tracking; twenty-eight percent edit their profile; and the remainder do nothing. See Zachary Rodgers, Few Google Users Are Opting out of Behavioral Targeting, CLICKZ (Dec. 13, 2009), http://www.clickz.com/clickz/news/1709106/few-google-users-are-opting-out-behavioral-targeting. See also Steve Smith, Browsing Privacy’s Next Steps, MEDIA\textsuperscript{P}OST (Mar. 11, 2011, 3:45 PM), http://www.mediapost.com/publications/?fa=Articles.showArticle&art_aid=146581 (“Evidon had served over 11 billion impressions. Among those who click on the icon (at a .004% rate), about 3% are opting out of one or more provider. That translates to over 450,000 consumers who have clicked through on icons served by Evidon in four months of production at scale . . . . Of those, approximately 15,000 have requested opt-outs through our platform, with each consumer making an opt-out decision frequently requesting opt-out from more than one company.”).  \\
\textsuperscript{109} OPEN RECOMMENDATIONS, supra note 98, at 4–5.  \\
\textsuperscript{110} Id.
\end{flushright}
spam;\(^{111}\) managing online traffic;\(^{112}\) and cooperating with copyright holders concerned about illegal access to proprietary material.\(^{113}\)

E. FRAUD PREVENTION AND LAW ENFORCEMENT

Various laws and regulations allow, or even require, websites and online intermediaries to track users and maintain profiles for purposes of fraud prevention, anti-money laundering, national security and law enforcement.\(^{114}\) For example, in the United States, “[a] provider of wire or electronic communication services or a remote computing service, upon the request of a governmental entity, shall take all necessary steps to preserve records and other evidence in its possession pending the issuance of a court order or other process.”\(^{115}\) In the European Union, “providers of publicly available electronic communications services or of a public communications network” must retain “traffic data and location data and the related data necessary to identify” subscribers or users for a period no less than six months and no more than twenty-four months.\(^{116}\) Similar requirements are imposed by anti-money laundering legislation, in both the United States and Europe, with respect to


\(^{113}\) But see Belgian ISP Does Not Have to Filter out Copyright-Infringing Traffic, Says ECJ Advisor, OUT-LAW.COM (Apr. 14, 2011), http://www.out-law.com/page-11869 (“The installation of the filtering and blocking system is a restriction on the right to respect for the privacy of communications and the right to protection of personal data, both of which are rights protected under the Charter of Fundamental Rights.”).


IV. REGULATING ONLINE TRACKING

The regulatory framework for both online and offline privacy is currently in flux. Although modeled to be technologically neutral and apply across industries, it is strained by a sea change of innovation and breakthroughs, leading to an urgent need for reform.\textsuperscript{123} Nowhere is this more evident than in the online environment, which was merely in its infancy when the regulatory framework was put in place. This led governments, regulators, and industry leaders in the European Union and United States to introduce new regulatory and self-regulatory frameworks applicable to online behavioral tracking.

A. EUROPE

In Europe, the legal framework applying to online behavioral tracking consists of the European Data Protection Directive—which regulates the collection, processing, storage and transfer of personal data\textsuperscript{124}—and the European e-Privacy Directive, which regulates data privacy on communication networks.\textsuperscript{125} The Data Protection Directive sets forth basic principles such as notice, consent, proportionality, purpose limitation, and retention periods—which apply not only online but also to offline data collection and use.\textsuperscript{126} The e-Privacy Directive protects, among other things, the confidentiality of communications, spam, and traffic and location data, and spe-

\begin{itemize}
\item 126. Data Protection Directive, supra note 124, at arts. 6–7.
\end{itemize}
cifically addresses the use of cookies.\footnote{127} Article 5(3) of the e-Privacy Directive previously stated:

Member States shall ensure that the use of electronic communications networks to store information or to gain access to information stored in the terminal equipment of a subscriber or user is only allowed on condition that the subscriber or user concerned is provided with clear and comprehensive information in accordance with Directive 95/46/EC, \textit{inter alia} about the purposes of the processing, and is offered the right to refuse such processing by the data controller.\footnote{128}

This provision required transparency on behalf of websites or third parties placing cookies on a user’s computer and applied an opt-out rule (“right to refuse”) with respect to user consent. Based on the way that this requirement was transposed into the law of most Member States, industry took the language to mean that it was acceptable to give users the ability to reject a cookie \textit{after} it had been delivered.\footnote{129} Accordingly, websites generally included in their privacy policies instructions for disabling or rejecting cookies.\footnote{130}

In December 18, 2009, the e-Privacy Directive was amended.\footnote{131} Article 5(3) now reads:

\begin{quote}
Member States shall ensure that the storing of information, or the
\end{quote}

\begin{itemize}
\item \footnote{127} e-Privacy Directive, \textit{supra} note 125, at Recitals 21–35. The Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO), the United Kingdom’s privacy regulator, recently clarified that the scope of the e-Privacy Directive is not restricted to HTTP cookies but rather applies to additional tracking technologies, such as Flash cookies. \textit{Changes to the Rules on Using Cookies and Similar Technologies for Storing Information}, INFO. COMM’R OFFICE 1 (May 9, 2011), http://www.ico.gov.uk/~/media/documents/library/Privacy_and_electronic/Pract ical_application/advice_on_the_new_cookies_regulations.pdf.
\item \footnote{128} e-Privacy Directive, \textit{supra} note 125, at art. 5(3).
\item \footnote{130} Id.
gaining of access to information already stored, in the terminal
equipment of a subscriber or user is only allowed on condition that
the subscriber or user concerned has given his or her consent, having
been provided with clear and comprehensive information, in accord-
ance with Directive 95/46/EC, *inter alia*, about the purposes of the
processing.\footnote{132}{Id. at art. 5(3).}

The new language, which came into force across Europe on
May 25, 2011, appears to call for opt-in consent\footnote{133}{Consent is
defined in Article 2(h) of the Data Protection Directive as
“any freely given specific and informed indication of his wishes by
which the data subject signifies his agreement to personal data relating
to him being processed.” See Data Protection Directive, *supra* note
124, at 2(h). Indeed, a recently circulated draft of the new General
Data Protection Regulation, which is set to be introduced by the
European Commission to replace the generally applicable Data
Protection Directive, reveals an intention on behalf of European policymakersto require explicit opt in consent in any case where individual
consent is required. See Bret Cohen, Details of EU Data Protection Reform
Reveal Dramatic Proposed Changes, HOGAN LOVELLS (Dec. 8, 2011),
http://www.hl dataprotection.com/2011/12/articles/international-eu-privacy/
details-of-eu-data-protection-reform-reveal-dramatic-proposed-changes
(“Where consent is used to legitimize data processing (even outside the
marketing context), it would need to be explicit, opt-in consent.”). For the
draft text, see Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of
the Council on the protection of individuals with regard to the processing
of personal data and on the free movement of such data (General Data
Protection Regulation), Version 56 (unreleased draft), (2011) [hereinafter
Draft EU Regulation], available at http://www.statewatch.org/news/2011/dec/eu-com-draft-
dp-reg-inter-service-consultation.pdf.}
to the storage of or access to a cookie on a user’s computer.\footnote{134}{Notice that Article
5(3) applies not only to the use of cookies but also to any information
stored on users’ terminal equipment via an electronic communications
network or via external data storage media, such as CD-ROMs or USB
sticks. Moreover, Article 5(3) applies to the storing of information,
regardless of whether this information constitutes “personal data” under
stating that “[t]erminal equipment of users of electronic communications
networks and any information stored on such equipment are part of the private
sphere of the users requiring protection under the European Convention for
the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms.”}

Yet clearly this is impractical, given that many websites now post dozens
—in some cases hundreds—of cookies to a user’s computer,\footnote{135}{Julia Angwin,
optensively requiring the user to incessantly click through “I ac-
cept” pop-up windows on each web page she visits.\footnote{136}{For a demonstration, see David
Naylor, EU “Cookies” Directive. Interactive guide to 25th May and what it means for you, DAVID
NAYLOR BLOG (Mar. 9, 2011), http://www.davidnaylor.co.uk/eu-cookies-directive-interactive-
guide-to-25th-may-and-what-it-means-for-you.html.}
One potential avenue for minimizing the impact of the stringent consent requirement in the new Article 5(3) appears in Recital 66 to the e-Privacy Directive, which states:

Exceptions to the obligation to provide information and offer the right to refuse should be limited to those situations where the technical storage or access is strictly necessary for the legitimate purpose of enabling the use of a specific service explicitly requested by the subscriber or user. Where it is technically possible and effective, in accordance with the relevant provisions of Directive 95/46/EC, the user’s consent to processing may be expressed by using the appropriate settings of a browser or other application.\footnote{137}

Hence, in addition to permitting the use of a cookie without opt-in consent where such a cookie is needed to carry out a service that the user has clearly requested,\footnote{138} Recital 66 appears to authorize the use of browser settings to signify consent to cookies.\footnote{139}


138. The UK ICO recently rejected the use of this exception “if you decide to use a cookie to collect statistical information about the use of your website.” Hence, use of cookies for measurement or analytics appears to require opt-in consent. The ICO explained: “This exception needs to be interpreted quite narrowly because the use of the phrase ‘strictly necessary’ means its application has to be limited to a small range of activities and because your use of the cookie must be related to the service requested by the user.” \textit{Info. Comm’r Office}, supra note 127, at 3.

However, in June 2010, the Article 29 Working Party\textsuperscript{140} published an opinion analyzing the language of amended Article 5(3) and the interplay between it and Recital 66 of the e-Privacy Directive, insisting that anyone who wants to engage in online behavioral tracking must first obtain users' affirmative opt-in consent.\textsuperscript{141} The Working Party rejected an opt-out approach, concluding that it does not sufficiently allow individuals the ability to exercise choice on whether to share their information with third party advertisers and ad intermediaries.\textsuperscript{142} It conceded that once a user opts-in, separate consent is not needed every time she visits a website participating in a given ad network; however, it added that separate consent must be obtained periodically and that users must benefit from an opportunity to easily revoke their consent.\textsuperscript{143} With respect to the reference to browser settings in Recital 66, the Working Party stated that browser settings can only suffice as an indication of user consent where: (1) the browser default is set to reject third party cookies (i.e., the user has to actively change the browser settings to opt-in to cookie receipt); (2) it is impossible to bypass user settings; and (3) the browser does not allow general acceptance of all cookies, including those which may be used in the future—given that non-specific statements about cookies imply consent is uninformed.\textsuperscript{144}

This strict interpretation of the relationship between Article 5(3) and Recital 66 of the e-Privacy Directive was recently echoed in an opinion issued by the United Kingdom government in response to a public consultation.\textsuperscript{145} While agreeing

\textsuperscript{140.} The Article 29 Working Party, composed of representatives from the Member States, is an advisory body charged with making recommendations for protecting “the rights and freedoms of natural persons with regard to the processing of personal data.” Data Protection Directive, \textit{supra} note 124, at art. 29.


\textsuperscript{142.} \textit{Id.} at 14 (“Whereas a given data subject could indeed have decided to keep the settings to accept all 3rd party cookies, it would not be realistic for ad network providers to assume that the vast majority of data subjects who have their browsers “set” to accept cookies, effectively exercised this choice.”).

\textsuperscript{143.} \textit{Id.} at 16–17.

\textsuperscript{144.} \textit{Id.} at 14.

\textsuperscript{145.} \textit{DEP’T FOR CULTURE, MEDIA & SPORT, IMPLEMENTING THE REVISED EU ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS FRAMEWORK, 2011 (U.K.),
that, “stakeholders have serious concerns around the implementation of the amended provision and that any legislative changes around the use of cookies could have serious impacts on the use of the Internet,” the government concluded that:

Many respondents were clear that browser settings (though not in their current form) might be the most cost effective and efficient means of harvesting the consent of the user. However, it is the opinion of the Government that given the substantive changes to the wording of the Directive, the current use of browser setting as a form of consent is not consistent with the revised wording.\(^{146}\)

The Information Commissioner’s Office, the United Kingdom’s privacy regulator, similarly rejected the inference of consent from browser defaults.\(^{147}\) EuroPriSe, the European Privacy Seal, likewise stated:

Even if the default settings of a browser were designed to reject all cookies and if then the user changed the settings to the effect that cookies should be generally accepted, one could not assume the existence of a valid informed consent. Although the modification of the browser settings could be deemed to be an indication of wishes, this indication would neither be made in respect of the individual case—in which a cookie is stored/accessed—nor in full knowledge of all relevant facts.\(^{148}\)

In the next few months, each European Union Member State will need to determine the type of permissible cookie consent as it transposes the amendments to the e-Privacy Directive into its national law.\(^{149}\) Considering the wording of Article 5(3), as well as its interpretation by the Article 29 Working Party, it becomes clear that on the one hand, compliance with the amended e-Privacy Directive may only be reached if consid-

\(^{146}\) Id. at 71, 74.

\(^{147}\) INFO. COMM’R OFFICE, supra note 127, at 8 (advising that even though a cookie used for measurement or analytics “might not appear to be as intrusive as others that might track a user across multiple sites,” user consent is still needed).


erable adjustments are made to existing online behavioral tracking systems; while on the other hand, no “best practice” approach for the implementation of opt-in mechanisms has been identified and at the time of writing this article, none is foreseen.

B. UNITED STATES

While tangentially subject to various laws, such as the torts of intrusion on seclusion and public disclosure of private facts,\textsuperscript{150} wiretapping legislation,\textsuperscript{151} or the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act,\textsuperscript{152} online behavioral tracking remains largely unregulated in the United States.\textsuperscript{153} Nevertheless, the FTC has asserted itself as a strong watchdog in this domain based on its broad authority to regulate “unfair or deceptive acts or practices” pursuant to Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.\textsuperscript{154} In doing so, the FTC relied on a “notice and choice” model, whereby companies operating online are required to post detailed privacy policies describing their information collection and use practices to users, enabling users to make informed choices.\textsuperscript{155} Failure to adhere to one’s obligations under a privacy policy could constitute “deceptive acts or practices” actionable by the FTC.\textsuperscript{156}

However, as the FTC itself stated in its recent Preliminary Report, “the notice-and-choice model, as implemented, has led to long, incomprehensible privacy policies that consumers typi-

\textsuperscript{150} See Restatement (Second) of Torts §§ 652B, 652D (1977).


\textsuperscript{153} For lawsuits based on these statutes (both of which failed), see In re DoubleClick Inc., Privacy Litigation, 154 F. Supp. 2d 497 (S.D.N.Y. 2001); In re Pharmatrak, Inc., 329 F.3d 9 (1st Cir. 2003), dismissed on remand, 292 F. Supp. 2d 263 (D. Mass. 2003).


cally do not read, let alone understand.” This view is echoed in the Department of Commerce’s “Green Paper” on Privacy and Innovation in the Internet Economy: “From the consumer perspective, the current system of notice-and-choice does not appear to provide adequately transparent descriptions of personal data use, which may leave consumers with doubts (or even misunderstandings) about how companies handle personal data and inhibit their exercise of informed choices.”

The problem with notice and choice starts with lack of transparency. Privacy policies are long documents drafted in dense legalese and read more as liability disclaimers than protection of user rights. Users do not read privacy policies, even if they are truncated and relatively interactive; simply (and quite literally) stated, life is too short for this. Aleecia McDonald and Lorrie Cranor calculated that it would take the average user 40 minutes per day to read through all of the privacy policies she encounters online. This translates to 244 hours per year or, assuming 8 hours of sleep, 15 full days; over a lifespan of 80 years, this would mean 1200 days, or more than 3 years life’s worth of reading privacy policies. The upshot is lack of transparency into actual privacy practices and consequent diminished ability of users to make informed choices.

C. SELF-REGULATION

Partly due to sparse legislation and partly a deliberate policy choice, the FTC has over the years promoted industry self-regulation in the field of online behavioral tracking. Among other initiatives, the FTC “encouraged self-regulatory efforts designed to benefit consumers, improvements in privacy-enhancing technologies, and the creation of online privacy certification programs.” However, in its recent Preliminary Re-

157. PRELIMINARY REPORT, supra note 155, at iii.
159. PRELIMINARY REPORT, supra note 155, at iii.
161. Id. at 563.
162. OBA REPORT, supra note 3, at 1.
163. PRELIMINARY REPORT, supra note 155, at 8. See also FED. TRADE COMM’N, PRIVACY ONLINE: FAIR INFORMATION PRACTICES IN THE ELECTRONIC
port, the FTC asserted that “efforts to address privacy through self-regulation have been too slow, and up to now have failed to provide adequate and meaningful protection.”

In February 2009, the FTC issued a set of self-regulatory principles to guide companies that engage in behavioral advertising. These principles include: (1) transparency and consumer control (requiring websites that collect personal data to state that they are doing so and allow users to opt-out of collection); (2) reasonable security (commensurate with data sensitivity and the nature of the company’s business operations); (3) limited retention for consumer data (companies may retain data only as long as is necessary to fulfill a “legitimate business or law enforcement need”); (4) affirmative express consent prior to using data in a manner materially different from promises made when the data was collected (protecting users from unexpected changes in the way their information is handled); and (5) affirmative express consent for the use of sensitive data (opt-in consent is required for the use of data, not for its collection). This FTC’s OBA Report “prompted industry to launch a number of self-regulatory initiatives, including the development of new codes of conduct and online tools to allow consumers more control over the receipt of targeted advertising.”

Indeed, the Network Advertising Initiative (NAI) updated its “Self-Regulatory Code of Conduct” in December 2008, three months prior to the release of the FTC’s OBA Report. In July 2009, the Interactive Advertising Bureau (IAB), together with several additional ad industry bodies, released a “Self-Regulatory Program for Online Behavioral Advertising” intended to correspond with the principles laid out by the FTC, and advocating “enhanced notice” to consumers achieved by placing a special icon on or near targeted ads. The escalating

164. PRELIMINARY REPORT, supra note155, at p. iii.
165. OBA REPORT, supra note 3, at 1.
166. Id. at 46–47; PRELIMINARY REPORT, supra note 155, at p. 11–12.
167. PRELIMINARY REPORT, supra note 155, at 15.
169. AM. ASS’N OF ADVERT. AGENCIES ET AL., SELF-REGULATORY PRINCIPLES FOR ONLINE BEHAVIORAL ADVERTISING 5 (2009), available at
debate in Europe ahead of the imminent implementation of Article 5(3) of the e-Privacy Directive induced industry organizations in this part of the world to enter the fray with their own self-regulatory proposal. In April 2011, the European Advertising Standards Alliance (EASA), a Brussels-based NGO bringing together national advertising self-regulatory organizations and organizations representing the advertising industry in Europe, submitted its own best practice recommendation on online behavioral advertising. In addition, EuroPriSe drafted a position paper on the impact of amended Article 5(3) on the certifiability of behavioral advertising systems under its program.

The NAI and IAB initiatives: (1) restrict the scope of online behavioral tracking subject to the principles to exclude certain activities, such as “Multi-Site Advertising” and “Ad Delivery & Reporting” (NAI); (2) do not apply to third parties collecting

http://www.iab.net/media/file/ven-principles-07-01-09.pdf (“Links to consumer notices will be clear, prominent, and conveniently located. This enhanced notice will be provided at the Web sites from which data is collected. Such enhanced notice will be provided at the time of such collection and use, through common wording and a link/icon that consumers will come to recognize. The opportunity for Web site users to exercise choices about whether Web viewing data can be collected and used for online behavioral advertising will never be more than a few clicks away from such standardized wording and link/icon.”).

For review and critique of these proposals, see CTR. FOR DEMOCRACY & TECH., ONLINE BEHAVIORAL ADVERTISING: INDUSTRY’S CURRENT SELF-REGULATORY FRAMEWORK IS NECESSARY, BUT STILL INSUFFICIENT ON ITS OWN TO PROTECT CONSUMERS (2009), http://www.cdt.org/files/pdfs/CDT%20Online%20Behavioral%20Advertising%20Report.pdf [hereinafter CDT ONLINE BEHAVIORAL ADVERTISING].

173. According to the NAI Principles, “Multi-Site Advertising means ad delivery and reporting across multiple domains owned or operated by different entities”; whereas “Online Behavioral Advertising means any process used whereby data are collected across multiple domains owned or operated by different entities to categorize likely consumer interest segments for use in advertising online.” NETWORK ADVER. INITIATIVE, supra note 168, at 4. The CDT states that “while the NAI has extended nearly all of its principles (i.e., notice, transfer and service restrictions, access, reliable sources, security, and data retention) to cover Online Behavioral Advertising and Multi-Site Advertising, the NAI has neither established a choice requirement for Multi-Site Advertising nor specifically applied its use limitations principle to Multi-Site Advertising.
data from websites with which they are affiliated (IAB); draw a clear distinction between personally identified and non-personally identified information (both); define “sensitive data” narrowly (IAB); do not require affirmative opt-in consent for midstream changes in privacy policies (NAI); and

174. Consider that the “Google family” of companies is present on circa 60% of all websites (as of September 2008). See Krishnamurthy & Wills, supra note 81, § 4.3; Am. Ass’n of Adver. Agencies, supra note 169, at 28.

175. The distinction between personally identified information (PII) and non-PII becomes murky given the increased amounts of data stored and enhance analytics abilities, the combination of which allows re-identification of seemingly anonymized data sets. For example, online behavioral tracking companies may collect anonymous data but then overlay it with other databases, in an attempt to bring users’ identity into clearer focus. As Paul Ohm recently observed, “[c]lever adversaries can often re-identify or de-anonymize the people hidden in an anonymized database . . . . Re-identification science disrupts the privacy policy landscape by undermining the faith that we have placed in anonymization.” Paul Ohm, Broken Promises of Privacy: Responding to the Surprising Failure of Anonymization, 57 UCLA L. REV. 1701, 1703–04 (2010). De-anonymization of seemingly anonymous databases was recently demonstrated by researchers who were able to identify a large proportion of anonymized Netflix subscribers by matching data in their movie ratings against an additional online database. Narayanan, supra note 2, at 118–23. In another case, two New York Times reporters were able to parse out the identity of an AOL user, whose online search queries were anonymized and posted on an AOL research website. Michael Barbaro & Tom Zeller Jr., A Face is Exposed for AOL Searcher No. 4417749, N.Y. TIMES, Aug. 9, 2006, at A1. The seminal research in this respect dates back to 2000. See Latanya Sweeney, Simple Demographics Often Identify People Uniquely 2 (Carnegie Mellon Univ., Data Privacy Working Paper No. 3, 2000), available at http://dataprivacylab.org/projects/identifiability/paper1.pdf (demonstrating that merely three pieces of information—ZIP code, birth date, and gender—are sufficient to uniquely identify 87% of the United States population).

176. The IAB Principles define “sensitive data” as “financial account numbers, Social Security numbers, pharmaceutical prescriptions, or medical records about a specific individual.” Am. Ass’n of Adver. Agencies, supra note 169, at 40. This definition excludes additional categories of data typically considered to be sensitive, such as information about an individual’s intimate relations or sexual orientation; financial information; or, increasingly, location data. See, e.g., Andrew J. Blumberg, Elec. Frontier Found., On Locational Privacy, and How to Avoid Losing it Forever (2009), available at http://www.eff.org/files/eff-locational-privacy.pdf; Article 29 Data Protection Working Party, Opinion on the Use of Location Data with a View to Providing Value-Added Services, 2005, WP115 (U.K.), http://ec.europa.eu/justice_home/fsj/privacy/docs/wpdocs/2005/wp115_en.pdf.

177. The FTC guidelines state that “before a company can use previously collected data in a manner materially different from promises the company made when it collected the data, it should obtain affirmative express consent from affected consumers.” OBA REPORT, supra note 3, at 47. The NAI version is far more restrictive: “If a member changes its own privacy policy with re-
(6) divorce the principle of limited retention from that of purpose specification, thus permitting retention for unspecified secondary business purposes (both).178

The EASA best practice recommendations in Europe are based on seven principles: (1) notice, including “enhanced notice” through use of an icon linked to comprehensive background information and control mechanisms; (2) choice, providing users with a one-stop-shop solution for opting-out of online behavioral tracking, and requiring explicit consent for collecting data about all or substantially all websites a user visited; (3) data security; (4) sensitive data, avoiding targeting of children or tracking based on sensitive categories of data; (5) education, for consumers and businesses; (6) compliance and enforcement programs, requiring effective mechanisms be put in place to ensure compliance and complaint handling; and (7) review, subjecting the recommendations to periodic review and modification.179 These recommendations were criticized by the World Privacy Forum, an advocacy group, for not invoking privacy as a policy goal, instead citing “consumer transparency and choice.”180 The World Privacy Forum argued that the distinction drawn by EASA between “online behavioral advertising” (which is covered by the recommendations) and “ad reporting” and “ad delivery” (which are not covered) overly restricts the scope of the recommendations and omits multi-site tracking, which significantly impacts user privacy.181 In addition, the recommendations are limited to the online sphere, whereas much of the tracking has now shifted to other platforms, such as mobile phones and video game consoles.182 Moreover, the
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178. This, of course, is not coincidental and reflects a fundamental policy choice regarding the intersection of three important data protection principles: purpose limitation, data minimization, and retention limitation. See the discussion in CDT ONLINE BEHAVIORAL ADVERTISING, supra note 169, at 30.


181. Id. at 7.

182. See id. (“Users can be tracked behaviorally through multiple vectors, including through applications that are not browsers, such as chat, and through other platforms, such as video game consoles.”).
World Privacy Forum advocates a shift from a binary approach based on whether or not a user has given consent to online behavioral tracking to one requiring online parties to implement privacy by design even where processing is authorized by the user.183

At this point in time, it appears that self-regulation has not yet been successful in relaxing consumers’ concerns about privacy, fulfilling businesses’ interest in clarity, and satisfying regulators’ calls for additional enforcement tools.184 Referring to the OBA Report, the FTC states:

This report prompted industry to launch a number of self-regulatory initiatives, including the development of new codes of conduct and online tools to allow consumers more control over the receipt of targeted advertising . . . These efforts have not yet been fully implemented and their effectiveness has yet to be demonstrated.185

This is also the view of the Department of Commerce: “This Green Paper illustrates the power of applying cooperative, multi-stakeholder principles. But in certain circumstances, we recognize more than self-regulation is needed.”186 Indeed, one of the main developments called for in the Department of Commerce Green Paper is the establishment of a Privacy Policy Office in the Executive Branch, which would act as a “convener of diverse stakeholders” and work with the FTC to lead efforts to develop voluntary, enforceable codes of conduct.187 To incentivize online businesses to join the self-regulatory bandwagon, the Green Paper suggests creating a safe harbor against FTC enforcement for companies that commit and adhere to an appropriate code of conduct.188

V. PROPOSALS FOR REGULATORY REFORM

The past year featured a burst of activity in Washington

---

183. Additional criticism is pointed at the EASA recommended compliance and enforcement mechanism. See id. at 9–13.
184. Wired magazine noted in August 2009 that attempts at self-regulation by the online behavioral tracking and advertising industry “have conspicuously failed to make the industry transparent about when, how and why it collects data about Internet users.” Ryan Singel, supra note 42.
185. PRELIMINARY REPORT, supra note 155, at 15.
186. GREEN PAPER, supra note 158, at iv.
187. Id. at 5–6, 45–50.
188. Id. at 43 (“[T]he ‘carrot’ offered by a safe harbor has force only if there is a corresponding ‘stick.’ That is, a safe harbor is only as effective as the perceived threat of legislative, regulatory, or other legal risk faced by the company in absence of the ability to resort to safe harbor protection.”).
focused on both online and offline privacy regulatory reform. It has been anchored by the FTC Preliminary Report, followed by a swift response from industry, and reinvigorated by a slew of legislative bills. It included the creation for the first time of a dedicated Senate Sub-Committee on Privacy, Technology and the Law, headed by Senator Al Franken (D-MN) and charged with “[o]versight of laws and policies governing the collection, protection, use, and dissemination of commercial information by the private sector, including online behavioral advertising.”

A. THE FTC DO NOT TRACK PROPOSAL

The FTC Preliminary Report sets forth three central axes for future regulation of online privacy: First, privacy by design, according to which companies should promote privacy protections throughout the organization and at every stage of the development of products and services starting at the design phase; such protections should include providing data security; collecting only the data required for a specific business purpose (data minimization); retaining data only long enough to fulfill that purpose (retention limitation); and ensuring reasonable data accuracy (data quality).

Second, simplified choice, meaning that on the one hand, companies need not provide choice before collecting and using data for “commonly accepted” practices such as product fulfillment, internal operations, fraud prevention, legal compliance, and first-party marketing; on the other hand, for practices requiring choice, companies must offer choice at a time and in a context in which the user is making a decision about her data, and implement a DNT mechanism for online behavioral advertising.


192. PRELIMINARY REPORT, supra note 155, at 53–69.
Third, increased transparency, calling for privacy notices to be clearer, shorter, and more standardized; for companies to provide reasonable access to any data they maintain, in proportion to the sensitivity of the data and the nature of their use; and for companies to provide prominent disclosures and obtain affirmative express consent before using data in a manner materially different from that presented at the time of collection.¹⁹³

Most of the public debate following the FTC’s Preliminary Report focused on the DNT proposal for compliance with a user’s centralized opt-out of online behavioral tracking.¹⁹⁴ The FTC contemplates that DNT could be advanced by either legislation or enforceable industry self-regulation.¹⁹⁵ It states that:

[t]he most practical method of providing uniform choice for online behavioral advertising would likely involve placing a setting similar to a persistent cookie on a consumer’s browser and conveying that setting to sites that the browser visits, to signal whether or not the consumer wants to be tracked or receive targeted advertisements. To be effective, there must be an enforceable requirement that sites honor those

¹⁹³. In statements recently made to the Technology Policy Institute’s Aspen Forum, FTC Commissioner J. Thomas Rosch recently emphasized transparency, rather than user choice, as the key aspect of DNT. See McCullagh, supra note 16.


¹⁹⁵. On February 11, 2011, Representative Jackie Speier (D-CA) introduced the Do Not Track Me Online Act of 2011, which would direct the FTC to promulgate DNT regulation for the use of “an online opt-out mechanism to allow a consumer to effectively and easily prohibit the collection or use” of online activity and “to require a covered entity to respect the choice of such consumer to opt-out of such collection or use.” Do Not Track Me Online Act, H.R. 654, 112th Cong. § 3(a) (2011). Under the bill, businesses would be required to disclose their information practices to users in an “easily accessible” manner. Id. §3(b)(1). On May 6, 2011, Representatives Ed Markey (D-MA) and Joe Barton (R-TX) introduced the Do Not Track Kids Act of 2011, amending the Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act of 1998 (COPPA) to prevent online behavioral tracking of children as well as teens under 18. Do Not Track Kids Act of 2011, H.R. 1895, 112th Cong. (2011). On May 9, 2011, Senator Jay Rockefeller (D-WV) introduced the “Do-Not-Track Online Act of 2011,” which would instruct the FTC to promulgate regulations that would create standards for the implementation of a DNT mechanism and prohibit online service providers from tracking individuals who use DNT to opt-out. The regulations would allow online service providers to track individuals who opt-out only if tracking is necessary to provide a service requested by the individual and the individuals’ information is anonymized or deleted when the service is provided; or the individual is given clear notice about the tracking and affirmatively consents. Do-Not-Track Online Act of 2011, S. 913, 112th Cong. § 2(b) (2011).
In addition, the FTC stresses that DNT differs from Do Not Call in that it will not necessitate a central registry, instead relying on a browser-based mechanism through which users could make persistent choices.  

Even before implementing DNT, most online behavioral tracking companies offer end users the option to opt-out of tracking cookies.  Such an opt-out typically relied on the users clicking to accept an opt-out cookie.  However, opt-out cookies were often deleted when users cleared their cookie folder, tossing such users unknowingly back into the ad targeting pool.  In addition, the lack of a well-known central location for opting-out required users to review privacy policies in order to discover links to opt-out tools.  Finally, the FTC noted: “existing mechanisms may not make clear the scope of the choices being offered. It may not be clear whether these mechanisms allow consumers to choose not to be tracked, or to be tracked but not delivered targeted advertising.” Hence, a robust DNT mechanism must clarify to users not only how they can exercise their opt-out right but also what exactly they are opting-out of? Is it data collection or only ad targeting? And what exactly does “tracking” mean in this context?

B. INDUSTRY PROPOSALS

Before drawing FTC support, DNT was an advocacy group initiative, submitted during an FTC workshop on behavioral advertising in October 2007. The privacy group proposed: “To help ensure that [the privacy] principles are followed, the FTC

197. **Id.** at 67.
199. **Id.**
should create a national Do Not Track List similar to the national Do Not Call List.” The proposal would have required advertisers to submit their tracking domains to the FTC, which would make a DNT list available on its website for download by users who wish to limit tracking. The idea remained dormant until July 2009, when privacy advocate Christopher Soghoian first developed his Targeted Advertising Cookie Opt-Out (TACO) mechanism as a prototype plug-in that automatically checks for a header on a website to determine whether to allow tracking cookies. Version 4.40 of the TACO plug-in could block a total of 120 advertising networks; show granular detail on which tracking systems a website was using; and display them on a console when a user visits a new web page. Further controls allowed users to block particular tracking systems while allowing others. But the concept failed to resonate with the broader policy or advertising communities, and his research collaborator Sid Stamm later put together a prototype Firefox add-on that added a DNT header to outgoing HTTP requests, which is the precursor to the headers that are being implemented by industry today.

DNT first gained momentum as a viable policy concept in July 27, 2010, when FTC Chairman Jon Leibowitz testified at the Senate Committee on Commerce, Science and Transportation on efforts to protect consumer privacy. Departing from

205. Id.
208. Kirk, supra note 206.
209. The History of the Do Not Track Header, supra note 206.
210. Id.
scripted remarks, Chairman Leibowitz stated that the FTC is calling for an industry-led DNT program. Stanford researchers Jonathan Mayer and Arvind Narayanan followed suit by creating “donottrack.us” to provide “a web tracking opt-out that is user friendly, effective, and completely interoperable with the existing web.” Their approach, like Soghoian and Stamm’s before them, depends on Internet browsers sending a header to permit the placement of tracking cookies on a user’s computer.

Initial industry response was hardly enthusiastic, declaring that “[i]f mandated by the government, this would be tantamount to a government-sponsored, and possibly managed, ad-blocking program—something inimical to the First Amendment.” DNT was seen as distraction from self-regulatory efforts organized by advertising industry groups, which were based on icons on behavioral ads leading to opt-out tools. However, the release of the FTC’s Preliminary Report in December 2010 prompted the major browser makers to engage with the DNT proposal.

In December 2010, Microsoft implemented a “Tracking Protection” feature in its new Internet Explorer 9 browser, allowing users to select a Tracking Protection List (TPL) from a choice provided by various organizations, such as Abine, EasyList, PrivacyChoice, and TRUSTe. Simply stated, a TPL contains web addresses that the browser will visit only if a user

---
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typed in their address or linked to them directly. Indirect access to a listed website is blocked, so if a web page contains links to other content from blocked addresses, such links are not visited and cookies from such website are blocked. Microsoft states that the new feature provides “a new browser mechanism for consumers to opt-in and exercise more control over their browsing information. By default the Tracking Protection List is empty, and the browser operates just as it does today.” While presented as an opt-in mechanism, TPL is really an opt-out tool (which users may choose to opt-into). Despite earlier skepticism about the concept, Microsoft also added a DNT browser header—which is automatically activated when a TPL (even an empty one) is uploaded—in its final release of Internet Explorer 9.

Mozilla, maker of the Firefox browser, presented an approach based on a DNT browser header. On January 23, 2011, Mozilla released Firefox 4, which allows users to check a “Do Not Track” box in the “advanced” settings of the browser, prompting a header to be sent with every click or page request signaling to websites that the user does not wish to be tracked. Unlike Microsoft’s TPL solution, the DNT header leaves it entirely up to receiving websites to honor the user’s request by omitting any tracking cookies from their response. As the CDT explains, “Firefox users will have to rely upon indi-
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individual websites to honor their ‘Do Not Track’ requests. Today, websites do not have the infrastructure to accommodate these requests . . . ”227

Google, maker of the Chrome browser, took a different approach, introducing the Keep My Opt-Outs plug-in, allowing users to permanently opt-out of online behavioral tracking by companies participating in self-regulatory programs.228 The new plug-in was meant to remedy the recurrent problem whereby users cleared out any opt-out cookies when purging their cookie folder, thus unknowingly re-entering the tracking domain.229 Keep My Opt-Outs is itself cookie based—it deletes all cookies sent by registered domains and adds a DNT cookie for such domains.230 Apple too added a DNT tool to a test version of its Safari browser included within the latest version of Lion, its new operating system.231

Each of the industry mechanisms for implementation of DNT has its own costs and benefits.232 The FTC put forth the following criteria to assess industry efforts: DNT should be universal, that is, a single opt-out should cover all would-be trackers; easy to find, understand, and use; persistent, meaning that opt-out choices do not “vanish”; effective and enforceable, covering all tracking technologies; and controlling not only use of data but also their collection.233 As discussed, the FTC
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has not yet taken a position on whether any legislation or rulemaking is necessary for DNT.\footnote{See supra Part V.A.} It is clear, however, that regardless of the regulatory approach chosen, industry collaboration will remain key since the system will only work if websites and ad intermediaries respect users’ preferences.

C. DRAFT LEGISLATION

The renewed public interest in privacy and online behavioral tracking, spurred by the Wall Street Journal “What They Know” series,\footnote{What They Know, WALL ST. J., http://online.wsj.com/public/page/what-they-know-digital-privacy.html (last visited Oct. 7, 2011).} FTC and Department of Commerce engagement with the topic, and occasional front-page privacy snafu (e.g., Google Buzz,\footnote{See, e.g., Julia Angwin & Amir Efrati, Google Settles with FTC over Google Buzz, WALL ST. J. (Mar. 31, 2011), http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748703806304576232600483636490.html; Amir Efrati, Google Settles Privacy Lawsuit for $8.5 Million, WALL ST. J. (Sept. 3, 2010), http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748703946504575470510382073060.html.} iPhone location tracking\footnote{Alasdair Allan & Pete Warden, Got an iPhone or 3G iPad? Apple Is Recording Your Moves, O’REILLY (Apr. 20, 2011), http://radar.oreilly.com/2011/04/apple-location-tracking.html.} has led to an unprecedented flurry of activity and legislative proposals on the Hill.\footnote{In addition to the comprehensive legislation outlined below, two bills were submitted dealing with DNT and one with online behavioral tracking of children. See supra note 195 and accompanying text.} As discussed below, all bills address transparency and choice requirements, and several refer specifically to DNT.

1. The Best Practices Act

ly, prominent, and easy-to-understand” fashion, with a special provision allowing the FTC to introduce standardized short-form notices that users are more likely to understand.240 It requires that mechanisms be put in place to facilitate user choice, providing users with a “reasonable means” to opt-out of information collection and use for non-operational purposes;241 however, businesses may explicitly condition a service on a user not opting-out of secondary usage.242 The bill requires opt-in consent for: (1) the collection, use or disclosure of sensitive information, which includes medical history, race, ethnicity or religious beliefs, sexual orientation or sexual behavior, financial information, precise geo-location information, and biometric data;243 (2) disclosure of covered information to third parties for non-operational purposes;244 (3) any “material” changes to privacy practices governing previously collected information;245 and (4) use of software or hardware “to monitor all or substantially all of an individual’s Internet browsing” activity.246

To promote enforceable industry self-regulation, the bill would provide a “safe harbor” substituting opt-in consent requirements for opt-outs, where companies enroll in FTC-monitored and approved universal opt-out programs operated by industry self-regulatory programs (“Choice Programs”).247 Choice Programs would, at minimum, would be required to: (1) provide a clear and conspicuous opt-out mechanism from third party information sharing; (2) provide users with a clear and conspicuous mechanism to set communication, online behavioral advertising, and other preferences that will apply to all covered entities participating in a Choice Program; and (3) establish procedures for testing and review of Choice Program applications, periodic assessment of members, and enforcement for violations by participating entities.248 While not expressly

241. Id. §103(a)–(e).
242. Id. §103(f).
243. Id. §§2(8)(A)(VI), 104(b).
244. Id. § 104(a)–(b).
245. Id. § 105(a). The bill also requires covered entities to post new privacy policies that include any such material changes at least 30 days in advance of collecting information pursuant to those policies. Id. § 105(b).
246. Id. § 104(c).
247. Id. § 401.
248. Id. §§ 403–404.
endorsing DNT, the bill does not exclude it as a means to obtain user consent.\textsuperscript{249}


On April 12, 2011, Senators John Kerry (D-MA) and John McCain (R-AZ) introduced the Commercial Privacy Bill of Rights Act of 2011, intended to “establish a regulatory framework for the comprehensive protection of personal data for individuals under the aegis of the FTC.”\textsuperscript{250} The bill directs the FTC to promulgate rules to require covered entities “to provide clear, concise, timely notice” of their information collection, use, transfer, and storage practices.\textsuperscript{251} In addition, a covered entity would be required to provide clear, concise, and timely notice to individuals before changing its practices in a material way.\textsuperscript{252} It would not, however, be required to obtain opt-in consent to such changes; rather opt-in consent would only be necessary where a change creates risk of economic or physical harm to an individual.\textsuperscript{253}

The bill would require a covered entity “to offer individuals a clear and conspicuous” opt-out mechanism for any “unauthorized use” of covered information, except for any use requiring opt-in consent.\textsuperscript{254} “Unauthorized use” is defined as use for any purpose “not authorized by the individual,” except certain “commonly accepted” uses by a covered entity or its service provider—including first-party marketing, analytics and ad-tracking—so long as the covered information used was either collected directly by the covered entity or by its service provider.\textsuperscript{255} A “robust, clear, and conspicuous mechanism for opt-out
consent” must also be provided “for the use by third parties of the individuals’ covered information for behavioral advertising or marketing.”256 Opt-in rights must be provided under the bill for collection, use, or transfer of sensitive information—except in limited circumstances—as well as for the use or transfer to a third party of previously collected covered information for an unauthorized use or where there is a material change in the covered entity’s stated practices and the use or transfer creates a risk of economic or physical harm to an individual.257

The bill directs the FTC to issue rules to establish safe harbor “co-regulatory programs” to be administered by non-governmental organizations.258 The programs would establish mechanisms for participants to implement the bill’s requirements with regard to online behavioral advertising, location-based advertising, and other unauthorized uses.259 The programs would offer consumers a clear, conspicuous, persistent, and effective means of opting-out of the transfer of covered information by a participant in the safe harbor program to a third
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256. *Id.* § 202(a)(2). A “third party” is defined as a person that is not related to the covered entity by common ownership or control; is not the covered entity’s service provider; does not have an “established business relationship” with the individual; and does not identify itself to the individual at the time of information collection. *Id.* § 3(7). The term “established business relationship” means a relationship formed with or without consideration, involving the establishment of an account for the receipt of products or services. *Id.* §3(4).

257. *Id.* § 202(a)(3).

258. *Id.* § 501.

259. *Id.* § 501(a).
party.\textsuperscript{260}


The Rush bill contains a number of provisions similar to a
discussion draft of privacy legislation, which was published by
Representatives Rick Boucher (D-VA) and Cliff Stearns (R-FL)
in May 2010.\textsuperscript{261} On April 13, 2011, Rep. Stearns formally intro-
duced a revised version of the measure, co-sponsored by Rep.
Jim Matheson (D-UT),\textsuperscript{262} as the Consumer Privacy Protection
Act of 2011.\textsuperscript{263} The bill would obligate covered entities to pro-
vide users with a privacy notice: (1) before personal information
is used for a purpose unrelated to a “transaction,”\textsuperscript{264} which is
broadly defined to include:

\begin{quote}
\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item An interaction between a consumer and a covered entity resulting in
any use of information that is necessary to complete the interaction in
the course of which information is collected, or to maintain the provi-
sioning of a good or service requested by the consumer, including use
\begin{itemize}
\item related to website analytics methods or measurements for improving
or enhancing products or services.
\item and the collection or use of personally identifiable information for the marketing or advertising of
a covered entity’s products or services to its own customers or poten-
tial customers.
\end{itemize}
\item upon any material change in the covered entity’s
privacy policy.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
\end{quote}

Such a notice would be provided “in a clear and conspicuous manner, be prominently displayed or explicitly
stated to the consumer,” and state that personal information
“may be used or disclosed for purposes or transactions unrelated
to that for which it was collected,” or “that there has been a
material change in the covered entity’s privacy policy.”\textsuperscript{265} In
addition, the bill would require covered entities to provide users
with a “brief, concise, clear, and conspicuous” privacy policy

\textsuperscript{260} Id. § 501(a)(2).
\textsuperscript{261} Rick Boucher, A Bill to Require Notice to and Consent of an Individual
Prior to the Collection and Disclosure of Certain Personal Information Relat-
ing to that Individual (May 3, 2010) (discussion draft), available at
\textsuperscript{262} Rick Boucher failed to get re-elected in the 2010 mid-term elections.
Tony Romm, Tech Community Laments Rick Boucher Loss, POLITICO (Nov. 2,
\textsuperscript{263} Consumer Privacy Protection Act of 2011, H.R. 1528, 112th Cong.
(2011).
\textsuperscript{264} Id. § 4(a)(1).
\textsuperscript{265} Id. § 3(14)
\textsuperscript{266} Id. § 4(a)(2).
\textsuperscript{267} Id. § 4(b).
statement, “written in plain language.”

Under the bill, users must be offered an opportunity to prevent, at no charge for a period of up to five years (unless the user indicates otherwise), the sale or disclosure for consideration of their personal information for a purpose other than the transaction it was collected for. The provision of such an opt-out right is not required if the personal information transferee is an “information-sharing affiliate,” defined as “an affiliate that is under common control with a covered entity, or is contractually obligated to comply with” its privacy policy statement. Realizing that the transfer of personal data often constitutes a primary, not secondary part of the business transaction, the bill permits a covered entity to provide a consumer an opportunity to authorize the sale or disclosure of her personal information “in exchange for a benefit to the consumer.” The opportunity offered to consumers to preclude or permit the sale or disclosure for consideration of their personal information “must be both easy to access and use, and the notice of the opportunity to preclude must be clear and conspicuous.”

Generally speaking, the Stearns-Matheson bill would solidify the notice and choice paradigm criticized by the FTC and Department of Commerce. Unlike the Kerry-McCain and Rush bills, it does not obligate entities to obtain opt-in consent in any circumstance.

VI. MOVING FORWARD
What is the right tradeoff between privacy and enhanced online functionality? The industry argues that online behavioral tracking generates immense value, facilitates innovation and helps drive the most important revolution since the invention of print. Many privacy advocates will continue beating the pri-

268. Id. § 5(a)-(b).
269. Id. § 6(a).
270. Id.
271. Id. 3(7).
272. Id. § 6(b).
273. Id. § 6(c).
privacy risk drum regardless of the contents of notice or positioning of opt-out. They argue that users are never educated enough to make the “right” choice concerning online behavioral tracking, unless they decide to reject it altogether. Even if users made crystal clear their indifference about targeted ads, some privacy advocates would likely argue that tracking should be restricted given the (admittedly unlikely) chance that the government may seek to seize and re-identify individual profiles. The general public, meanwhile, often expresses in opinion polls an interest in privacy and aversion towards online behavioral tracking. Yet such results should be tempered against the reality that users consistently refrain from taking any step, no matter how trivial and costless, to prevent tracking. What does it mean to be “for privacy” or “against tracking,” and at the same time unwilling to check a box or pay a single penny to preserve one’s rights? Many advocates will suggest that the choices are too confusing or too hard to exercise, but even when the choice is as basic as unchecking a clearly visible tick-box, the default continues to rule the day. And when users perceive a benefit, even if small, they quickly share their data. Why force users to pay, or force them to see the ad before the content (or both). Polls of users such as that done by MarketingSherpa have show [sic] that overwhelmingly users (even the ones that don’t like ads) prefer to get free content sponsored by targeting OVER having to pay for the content. Therefore, we strongly encourage the W3C to ensure that any DNT functionality provides the marketplace with the opportunity to recognize the full economic tradeoff that consumers are making when it comes to online tracking.


277. TURROW ET AL., supra note 24, at 32.


279. See, e.g., id.

do people express support for privacy and resistance to surveillance, yet at the same time enroll in biometric or RFID-based identification systems to save a few minutes in mass transport systems,\textsuperscript{281} airports,\textsuperscript{282} and banks?

This implies that a key vector in evaluating the underlying value judgments is whether it is acceptable to weigh social benefits beyond the value to an individual user. The value of data collection and use to broader society includes ease of obtaining credit, support of free web content, encouraging users to conserve energy, and more.\textsuperscript{283} Given that individual users when asked to make a choice may decline, but when not asked will not take the initiative to decline even though there is an opportunity to do so effortlessly, the decision between opt-in or opt-out determines the fate of entire business models. If the value of a given activity to society is not significant, then the focus can be on the right of an individual to choose and the requirement that such a choice be informed. But if the societal benefit is relevant, then it may be entirely acceptable to set the default such that users are required to take an initiative to decline.

The discussion raging around DNT proves this point. People are worked up not about the mechanics of opt-out or specifics of notice; rather, they are up in arms because the simplicity of DNT crystallizes the deep ideological divide about right and wrong in cyberspace into a binary “on/off” switch. People realize full well that whether a practice is part of DNT or not constitutes a far-reaching policy statement about such practice’s so-

\begin{footnotesize}

\textsuperscript{282} See, e.g., ATOS ORIGIN, UK PASSPORT SERV., BIOMETRICS ENROLMENT TRIAL 120 (May 2005), available at http://hornbeam.cs.ucl.ac.uk/hcs/teaching/GA10/lec9extra/UKPSBiometrics_Enrolment_Trial_Report.pdf (finding that the majority of participants felt biometrics would help with passport security, preventing identity fraud and curbing illegal immigration).

\end{footnotesize}
TO TRACK OR “DO NOT TRACK” 335

cial desirability. We should not lose sight of the real issue; it is not whether analytics, measurement, or third party cookie sharing constitutes “tracking,” but rather it is whether those activities carry an important social value that we wish to promote, or are negative and thus better be “killed softly.”

The underlying value question remains open, unanswered, and far from consensus. This will inevitably undermine efforts to resolve the online behavioral tracking debate. Without derogating from the importance and utility of discussion such as that held by the W3C Workshop on Web Tracking and User Privacy,284 it may be premature to debate technical standardization of DNT mechanisms before making this value judgment. And the value judgment required is not one for engineers or lawyers to make. It cannot be discerned from harmonization of network protocols or etymological analysis of the words “track” or “third party.” It is not a technical or legal question; it is a social, economic, even philosophical quandary.

A. DEMYSTIFYING CONSENT

Personal data have become a primary feature of the value exchange in almost any online transaction. Individuals acquiring goods or consuming services online, often at no monetary cost, are also giving (or selling) something, namely, their personal information.285 For the most part, individuals have little knowledge and understanding of the potential value of this economic exchange; they do not know what will be done with the information and do not grasp the full implications of consenting to release of information.286 And yet the overwhelming majority of such value-for-data transactions are legally based on users’ informed consent.287 This reflects an omission on the part of policymakers to make a value judgment with respect to the social desirability of online behavioral tracking.

While the privacy-as-choice model is perceived as empow-

286. See, e.g., McDonald, supra note 276, at 27–28.
ering individuals, it in fact often leaves them helpless and confused. Moreover, the binary nature of privacy choices solicited by websites—even with a DNT mechanism, such as blocking third party cookies or turning on headers—pale in front of the rich texture of the online behavioral tracking market and fail to capture intricate differences between, for example, “third-party analytics” and “third-party behavioral data collection for first party uses.”

Consider the analogy of a patient being asked to consent to a medical procedure. Clearly, if the doctor were to throw a medical text book at the patient (which is effectively what websites are doing with privacy policies), the patient would not be better informed. We expect the doctor to highlight for the patient in plain English, and in no more than a few sentences, the main risks and perceived benefits of the operation, and allow the patient to make a decision. To be sure, the patient may choose to pursue additional information by asking follow-up questions, looking for material online, or reaching out to similarly placed patients. But we would not want the doctor to impose such additional information as the default, nor would we impose on patients an obligation to educate themselves in recent medical developments. After having been duly notified and warned, the patient, typically, would at most feel comfortable making a binary “go/no go” decision. And even then the degree of her volition would be quite limited, given that the vast majority of patients choose what their doctor recommends.

The best interests of patients are protected not so much by lengthy disclosures and comprehensive menus of choices, but rather by medical standards established by regulators and professional associations. In the context of online privacy, this implies emphasis should be placed less on notice and choice and more on implementing policy decisions with respect to the utility of given business practices and on organizational compliance with fair information principles (FIPs). In other words, the focal point for privacy should shift from users to policymakers or

288. Julie Cohen explains that “[e]ven assuming perfect information about all contemplated reuses of data, however, consumer freedom is relative. Individual consumers are free to accept or reject the terms offered, but it is the vendor who is free to decide what terms to offer in the first place. Thus, consumers may discover that the surrender of personal information is nonnegotiable or prohibitively priced.” Julie E. Cohen, Examined Lives: Informational Privacy and the Subject as Object, 52 STAN. L. REV. 1373, 1397 (2000).
self-regulatory leaders, to determine the contours of accepted practices, and businesses, to handle information fairly and responsibly. This means businesses must not abuse their information privileges; they should avoid behavioral tracking of children and the processing of sensitive data, maintain strict limits on data retention, anonymize or pseudonymize databases to the extent possible, never use data to discriminate or inflict harm on users, provide users with transparency and access rights, and implement industry standard methods of data security.

This highlights one of the main differences between United States privacy law and European data protection. United States privacy law is essentially tort law, focused on individuals and providing an *ex post* remedy for harms suffered by them. European data protection law is a regulatory framework, imposing obligations on businesses *ex ante* in order to minimize risk of harm. We agree in this respect with Jacob Kohnstamm, Dutch privacy regulator and head of the Article 29 Working Party, who said:

> The fundamental right to data protection cannot be sufficiently guaranteed if the focus lies too much on the actions taken by the individual and on him exercising his individual rights. It is therefore necessary that, in addition to empowering the data subjects and making clearer what their rights are, a strengthening of the duty of controllers by increasing their responsibility to ensure real compliance should take place.

In his classic 1987 article about the foundations of data protection law, Spiros Simitis, who is one of the founding fathers of European privacy regulation and the first data protection regulator, warned against:

> [T]he chimerical nature of the assumption that effective protection of privacy can be accomplished by simply entrusting the processing deci-

---


290. Ian Walden observes that this “does illustrate a distinction between data protection and privacy law. Under the former, *ex ante* controls are placed on the processing of personal data, whether the information is private or not, while privacy as a tort of misuse is only engaged *ex post*, once an abuse has arisen or is anticipated.” Ian Walden, *Privacy and Data Protection, in Computer Law: The Law and Regulation of Information Technology* 463 (Chris Reed & John Angel, eds., 6th ed., 2007).

Policymakers and businesses, not individual users, should shoulder the burden of setting privacy safeguards.

Consent is an elusive concept—somewhat of a wild card in privacy law. On the one hand, it is seldom truly voluntary, since informational privacy is typically implicated in situations of power imbalance: consumer versus big business; employee versus employer; and of course, citizen versus the state. On the other hand, consent cannot be entirely done away with, since conceptions of privacy typically incorporate control as a key component, or indeed describe privacy as a form of control over information. This view is usually identified with Alan Westin, who in 1967 defined privacy as “the claim of individuals, groups, or institutions to determine for themselves when, how, and to what extent information about them is communicated to others.” Clearly, under this approach, consent—the manifestation of individual control—is inextricably tied to privacy. A privacy framework without consent appears overly rigid and paternalistic. In the presence of real, voluntary and informed consent, who is to say that online behavioral tracking, or any other potentially intrusive activity, is illegitimate? After all, online behavioral tracking is not a mala in se like organ selling.

One way to rein in the impact of consent is by introducing the concept of “implicit” rather than “explicit” choice, thus recognizing that many default practices are socially acceptable. In

294. ALAN F. WESTIN, PRIVACY AND FREEDOM 7 (Antheneum, 1967); see also Charles Fried, Privacy, 77 YALE L.J. 475, 482 (1968) (“Privacy is not simply an absence of information about us in the minds of others; rather it is the control we have over information about ourselves.”); ARTHUR MILLER, THE ASSAULT ON PRIVACY: COMPUTERS, DATA BANKS, AND DOSSIERS 25 (1971) (“[P]rivacy is the individual’s ability to control the circulation of information relating to him[self] . . . .”).
its Preliminary Report, the FTC itself reduced the role of consent stating that “[c]ompanies do not need to provide choice before collecting and using consumers’ data for commonly accepted practices, such as product fulfillment.”296 The FTC suggested additional “commonly accepted practices,” including “internal operations” (“websites collect information about visits and clickthrough rates to improve site navigation”; first-party marketing (“online retailers recommend products and services based upon consumers’ prior purchases on the website”); fraud prevention; and legal compliance.297

A legal assumption of individuals’ consent to “commonly accepted practices” is not an FTC innovation. It is already present in European data protection laws, including the Data Protection Directive.298 One of the fundamental principles of the Data Protection Directive is that personal data may only be collected, used or transferred, if one of a list of enumerated bases is present.299 The first such legal basis, set forth in Article 7(a) of the Data Protection Directive is consent.300 Yet Article 7 lists five additional legal bases for processing personal data, at least two of which signify implicit consent.301 Two additional bases for processing data, compliance with a legal obligation302 and the legitimate interests of data controllers,303 do not rely on even a modicum of consent.

The objective, “reasonable person” nature of the “commonly accepted practices” inquiry harkens back to the most celebrated of all legal privacy formula: the “reasonable expectation of privacy” test set forth by the United States Supreme Court in 1967 in *Katz v. United States*.304 In that landmark decision,
Justice Harlan established a two-part test to measure whether a person has a “reasonable expectation of privacy,” which is entitled to protection under the United States Constitution.\footnote{U.S. Const. amend. IV.} In his famous concurring opinion, Justice Harlan held that the appropriate inquiry is composed of a \textit{subjective prong}, checking whether “a person [has] exhibited an actual (subjective) expectation of privacy,” and an \textit{objective prong}, verifying whether “the expectation [is] one that society is prepared to recognize as ‘reasonable.’”\footnote{Katz, 389 U.S. at 361.} It is precisely the objective prong of the \textit{Katz} test, verifying whether “the expectation [is] one that society is prepared to recognize as ‘reasonable,’” which underlies the FTC’s willingness to forgo notice and choice for “commonly accepted practices.”

The \textit{Katz} test raises problems, however, which similarly impact the FTC’s “commonly accepted practices” standard. First, the “commonly accepted practices” test tends to be conservative and may stifle innovation. People typically expect what they know; they do not expect dramatic improvements. In the past, patients did not expect antibiotics; today they may not expect a cure for cancer. In the online sphere, they did not expect Facebook’s News Feed when it was initially launched in 2006.\footnote{Tracy Samantha Schmidt, \textit{Inside the Backlash Against Facebook}, TIME (Sept. 6, 2006), http://www.time.com/time/nation/article/0,8599,1532225,00.html.} If we interpret “reasonable expectations of privacy” or “commonly accepted practices” as a subjective test, we may obstruct the introduction of value enhancing innovations, such as antibiotics or News Feed. This is not to say that every new buzz is a Facebook News Feed (excuse the pun),\footnote{Molly Wood, \textit{Google Buzz: Privacy Nightmare}, CNET NEWS (Feb. 10, 2010, 5:48 PM), http://news.cnet.com/8301-31322_3-10451428-256.html.} but rather that the justification for information practices should sometimes be objective, or normative and determined by policymakers, as opposed to subjective and based on individual choice.\footnote{Id.} A similar point is made by Helen Nissenbaum, arguing that:

[B]y putting forward existing informational norms as benchmarks for privacy protection, we appear to endorse entrenched flows that might be deleterious even in the face of technological means to make things better. Put another way, contextual integrity is conservative in possibly detrimental ways . . . . It would be problematic if the theory of
contextual integrity would judge new forms of information gathering to be a privacy violation in such instances.\(^\text{310}\)

A second problem with the subjective aspect of the *Katz* test is that it is logically cyclical and may result in a race to the bottom. Consider an immigrant newly arrived from China to the United States. Such an immigrant may have grown to expect omniscient surveillance by the state. Having no subjective expectation of privacy, such an immigrant will be unable to develop a right to privacy under the United States Constitution pursuant to *Katz*. In this way, the *Katz* test becomes a self-fulfilling paranoid prophecy, a slippery slope to a state of no-privacy, since by expecting surveillance one legitimizes the same.\(^\text{311}\)

Consequently, policymakers should veer away from futile examination of users’ choices and actively cordon-off the limits of consent. Some activities are value creating, socially desirable, and minimally intrusive; they should be permitted to exist as default options. Other activities are privacy intrusive, socially menacing, and may inflict real harm on users; they should be prohibited absent users’ informed, explicit, opt-in consent. Where should the line be drawn between “commonly accepted” online practices, and activities which we judge to be harmful and privacy intrusive? The value created by online advertising, which fuels the majority of free content and services available online, as well as the relatively modest harms imposed on users by tailored content, commercial or not; should be assessed against the potentially (real or perceived) detrimental effect online behavioral tracking may have on users’ privacy. The necessity of various degrees of data collection and tracking for the measurement necessary for analytics, fraud and ad management should be judged as socially acceptable or as practices to be minimized.

---

310. Nissenbaum, *supra* note 283. Nissenbaum solves this quandary by proposing that “the requirement of contextual integrity sets up a presumption in favor of the status quo; common practices are understood to reflect norms of appropriateness and flow, and breaches of these norms are held to be violations of privacy. . . . A presumption in favor of status quo does not, however, rule out the possibility of a successful challenge where adequate reasons exist.” *Id.* at 145–146.

311. *See also* Florida v. Riley, 488 U.S. 445, 450 (1988) (holding that police officials do not need a warrant to observe an individual’s property via a surveillance helicopter in order to detect marijuana plants in his yard because people do not have a reasonable expectation of privacy from air surveillance as flights have become a common part of our lives).
The CDT in effect delineated this threshold in its proposal by defining the meaning of “tracking” under DNT. It demarcates the following practices as “not tracking” (therefore not subject to DNT-type opt-out consent): third-party ad and content delivery; third-party analytics; third-party contextual advertising; first-party data collection and first-party use; federated identity transaction data; specifically excepted third-party ad reporting; and data collection required by law and for legitimate fraud prevention purposes.\footnote{CTR. FOR DEMOCRACY & TECH., WHAT DOES “DO NOT TRACK” MEAN?: VERSION 2.0 (April 27, 2011), http://www.cdt.org/files/pdfs/20110447_DNT_v2.pdf [hereinafter CDT WHAT DOES “DO NOT TRACK” MEAN? II].} It refers to the following practices as “tracking” (necessitating a DNT opt-out): third-party online behavioral advertising; third-party behavioral data collection for first party uses; third-party behavioral data collection for other uses; behavioral data collected by first parties and transferred to third parties in identifiable form; and demographic information appended to a users device.\footnote{E.g., DO NOT TRACK, supra note 214 (explaining that the proposed Do Not Track technology signals a user’s opt-out preference with an HTTP header and noting that behavioral advertising accounts for less than 5% of U.S. online advertising revenue).} Although framed by a view of the risks created by collection and potential aggregation and use of information, the CDT outcome in effect assigns higher social value to services like analytics and measurement and less to online behavioral advertising. In contrast, proposals by Jonathan Mayer, Chris Soghoian, and others argue for more limited information collection when a DNT header has been triggered and imply lower social value for behavioral ads in their arguments.\footnote{See, e.g., Position Paper, Shane Wiley, Senior Director of Privacy & Data Governance, Yahoo!, W3C Proposal—DAA DNT Hybrid: Do Not Track Headers and CLEAR Ad Notice, Mar. 30, 2011, http://www.w3.org/2011/track-privacy/papers/Yahoo.pdf (“A DNT cookie should be set to allow for external auditing of consumer choice . . .”).} Conversely, some in industry proposed that the DNT header trigger an opt-out cookie and indicate an opt-out of targeted behavioral ads, linking DNT to the industry self-regulatory program.\footnote{See, e.g., Position Paper, Shane Wiley, Senior Director of Privacy & Data Governance, Yahoo!, W3C Proposal—DAA DNT Hybrid: Do Not Track Headers and CLEAR Ad Notice, Mar. 30, 2011, http://www.w3.org/2011/track-privacy/papers/Yahoo.pdf (“A DNT cookie should be set to allow for external auditing of consumer choice . . .”).}

B. ENHANCING NOTICE

Transparency is an essential feature of a democratic socie-
ty, promoting the values of a liberal, political, and social order, as well as being an important FIP. In the context of online behavioral tracking, it has the important effect of counteracting the “creepiness” factor users sometimes feel about industry practices.316

The distinction between transparency as a means for achieving consent and transparency as an independent policy goal is already evident in the introduction to one of the fundamental data protection documents, the 1980 OECD Guidelines on the Protection of Privacy and Transborder Flows of Personal Data.317 The OECD identifies the “[o]bligations of record-keepers to inform the general public about activities concerned with the processing of data, and rights of data subjects to have data relating to them supplemented or amended” as part of “a more complex synthesis of interests which can perhaps more correctly be termed privacy and individual liberties.”318 Transparency serves, not only privacy, but also personal autonomy, integrity and dignity.

Ryan noted that there has recently been significant “notice skepticism,” based on the fact that privacy notices tend to be long legal documents intended to disclaim corporate liability rather than protecting individual privacy.319 However, Calo notes that:

Notice skepticism relies, quite heavily, on certain facts—the human tendency not to read notices; the differences among us in understanding language; and our inherent cognitive limitations such as information overload and wear out—to make the case that notice cannot

---


318. Id.

319. M. Ryan Calo, Against Notice Skepticism, 87 NOTRE DAME L. REV. (forthcoming 2012) (manuscript at 8) (recalling that the Roman emperor Caligula acknowledged the need to create and publish the law, “but it was written in a very small hand, and posted up in a corner so that no one could make a copy of it”) (citing Screws v. United States, 325 U.S. 91, 96 (1945)). Larry Lessig posits that “the technique of the American government so far—namely, to require text-based privacy policy statements—is a perfect example of how not to act. Cluttering the web with incomprehensible words will not empower consumers to make useful choices as they surf the Web. If anything, it drives consumers away from even attempting to understand what rights they give away as they move from site to site.” LAWRENCE LESSIG, CODE: VERSION 2.0, at 228 (2006).
work. This critique begins to unravel if we acknowledge the possibil-
ity that experience can change mental models . . . instantaneously,
unavoidably, and yet to the same extent as language.320

He advocates use of “non-linguistic notice,” or in his words
“[y]ou can write a lengthy privacy policy that few will read, or
you can design the website in a way that places the user on
guard at the moment of collection or demonstrates to the con-
sumer how their data is actually being used in practice.”321 He
calls this “visceral” notice, similar to reintroducing engine noise
into otherwise silent electric cars to alert pedestrians, or cam-
era shutter sounds into mobile phone cameras to notify indi-
viduals they are being photographed.322 Similarly, designers
can be hired to design websites in ways that make it clear from
users’ experience what is happening with their data.323

Lorrie Cranor, Alessandro Acquisti and a group of re-
searchers at Carnegie Mellon University are working on what
they call “privacy nudges”—software that “essentially sits over
[users’] shoulder[s] and provides real-time reminders—such as
short on-screen messages—that information [they are] about to
send has privacy implications.”324 Cranor also developed “pri-

321. Id. at 26.
322. Id. at 4–5.
323. See also M. Ryan Calo, People Can Be So Fake: A New Dimension to
Privacy and Technology Scholarship, 114 PENN ST. L. REV. 809, 848–49 (2010)
(describing how anthropomorphic design may provide a visceral warning to
users that data is being collected); Steve Lohr, Redrawing the Route to Online
324. Lohr, supra note 3243, at BU4; see also Alessandro Acquisti, Nudging
Privacy: The Behavioral Economics of Personal Information, IEEE SECURITY &
PRIVACY, Nov–Dec. 2009, 82, 84 (describing the benefits of a soft paternalistic
approach of “nudging” privacy).
325. PATRICK GAGE KELLEY ET AL., STANDARDIZING PRIVACY NOTICES:
AN ONLINE STUDY OF THE NUTRITION LABEL APPROACH X (2010), available at
http://www.cylab.cmu.edu/files/pdfs/tech_reports/CMUCyLab09014.pdf;
Kashmir Hill, Is It Time for Privacy Nutrition Labels?, FORBES.COM (Mar. 23,
2011, 12:31 PM), http://blogs.forbes.com/kashmirhill/2011/03/23/is-it-time-for-
privacy-nutrition-labels.
The study assessed the communication efficacy of behavioral advertising disclosures based on icons and short disclosures placed near webpage advertisements as an alternative to providing transparency and choice via traditional privacy notices. The study employed an Internet panel to assess the communication efficacy of behavioral advertising disclosures on the web.327

It found that transparency and choice increase users’ comfort level with online behavioral tracking and that certain icons fared better than others in conveying the message to users.328 A version of the behavioral tracking icon was adopted by industry in its self-regulatory principles. The IAB Self-Regulatory Principles, for example, require “enhanced notice” under which an entity would

attach a uniform link/icon and wording to each advertisement that it serves. Clicking on this link/icon will provide a disclosure from the entity in the form of an expanded text scroll, a disclosure window, or a separate web page. In this notice, the entity will both disclose its online behavioral advertising practices and provide a mechanism for exercising choice regarding such practices.”329 The Article 29 Working Party too “acknowledge[d] the work made by some associations such as The Future of Privacy in the context of promoting the use of icons for information purposes.”330

An additional tool for increasing transparency, privacy dashboards, has been designed by online leaders such as Google and Yahoo, to allow users to access categories of data maintained about them and opt-out of marketing based on some or all of these categories.331 Google states: “With this tool, users can view, add and remove the categories that are used to show them interest-based ads (sports, travel, cooking, etc.) when they

---

327. Id. at 1.
328. Id. at 15.
329. AM. ASS’N OF ADVER. AGENCIES, supra note 169, at 5; see also Stephanie Clifford, A Little ‘i’ to Teach About Online Privacy, N.Y. TIMES, Jan. 27, 2010, at B3 (describing the intent of industry groups to use a “Power I” symbol to comply with these new guidelines).
visit one of our AdSense partners’ websites or YouTube.”

Whether it is icons, nutrition labels, dashboards, nudges or visceral notice, transparency can be enhanced in the privacy sphere. More complex notions, such as medical information or tax reporting obligations have been relayed to individuals with varying degrees of success. We all drive cars—massive vehicles of potential destruction—and usually avert disaster, without ever reading the automakers’ manuals. This is achieved by deploying product designers that convey to drivers only the most pertinent information required to drive a vehicle (car speed, lights on/off switch, windshield wipers, etc.). The same could be true for privacy notices, which could provide users with real-time information, showing actions as they take place, and giving users an intuitive sense of what goes on behind the scenes of the online market for information.

But the level of effort required to educate or engage with users—whether visceral notice should be delivered as a warning by a scolding face or as an invitation by a smiling character—is driven by an underlying value judgment as to the acceptability of the relevant practice. Visceral notice seeks to elicit an emotional or intuitive reaction based on a perception that a given practice is desirable or not. In contrast, icons and dashboards tend to support data use as a social virtue by seeking to provide information in a non-menacing fashion, creating a sense of user trust and control. Indeed, Alessandro Acquisti and colleagues have shown that simply by providing users a feeling of control, businesses encourage the sharing of data, regardless of whether or not a user has actually gained control.

---


333. Consider Ghostery, a popular browser plug-in keeping track of online behavioral tracking and analytics companies. With Ghostery enabled, on every site Ghostery displays a small purple box showing the analytics trackers running on the current page. If something makes a user feel uncomfortable, they can block it. GHOSTERY, http://www.ghostery.com (last visited Oct. 7, 2011) (“Ghostery tracks the trackers and gives you a roll-call of the ad networks, behavioral data providers, web publishers, and other companies interested in your activity.”).


Thus the structuring and design of transparency tools, much like choice mechanisms, depend on an implicit underlying value judgment. Advocates averse to online behavioral tracking are unlikely to be satisfied with any implementation of transparency requirements, regardless of how big or bold the fonts are, unless such notices lead to users declining the activity. Once a societal value is set, a wide variety of tools can be used to induce desirable behavior. As Richard Thaler and Cass Sunstein describe in their book *Nudge*, significant changes in human behavior can be provoked by design decisions, such as placing health food at eye level in a cafeteria and demoting fattening food to lower levels.336 One can only imagine the creative powers that could be unleashed to encourage safe online behavior, if only a national consensus existed about the underlying social values. Absent such consensus, labels and privacy notices, visceral or not, will continue to fail in the eyes of those who dispute the merit of the direction users are “nudged.”

C. SHIFTING THE BURDEN TO BUSINESS

A better focus for policymakers to take may be shifting the burden of online privacy from users to business, by dimming the highlight on user choice while focusing on businesses’ obligations under the FIPs. This signifies a paradigm shift from privacy law to data protection regulation, which, while concerned with privacy, has other goals, such as setting standards for the quality of personal information and ensuring that individuals and businesses are able to process information about others for various legitimate ends.337

Lee Bygrave observes that:

[D]ata protection instruments are expressly concerned with setting standards for the quality of personal information. While adequate information quality can serve to secure the privacy of individuals, it breaks down into a multiplicity of interests (including concern for, in-

337. Consider the twin (sometime conflicting) goals of the Data Protection Directive as set forth in Article 1: “Object of the Directive – (1) In accordance with this Directive, Member States shall protect the fundamental rights and freedoms of natural persons, and in particular their right to privacy with respect to the processing of personal data. (2) Member States shall neither restrict nor prohibit the free flow of personal data between Member States for reasons connected with the protection afforded under paragraph 1.” Data Protection Directive, supra note 124, at art. 1.
ter alia, the validity, integrity, availability, relevance and completeness of data) that have little direct connection to privacy-related values.338

Similarly, Paul Schwartz writes:

The law’s chief reaction to these new developments has not been through tort law, but FIPs. This legal response, which began in the United States and Western Europe in the 1970s, defines obligations for bureaucratic organizations that process personal information. . . . Depending on the form that FIPs take, the law can include some combination of enforcement and oversight through a private right of action and governmental enforcement.339

Shifting the burden from users to business will have the effect of making online privacy a matter of corporate governance. This trend has already been documented by Deirdre Mulligan and Ken Bamberger, who described the rise of the privacy professional in the United States as a response to FTC enforcement and the increasing influence of privacy advocates, market and media pressures for privacy protection.340 Mulligan and Bamberger show that by integrating privacy into corporate governance schemes and appointing senior level Chief Privacy Officers as strategic information policy leaders, United States businesses have seen privacy grow from the ground up, whereas European businesses often settle for privacy “on the books.”341 Their research is corroborated by the astounding growth of the International Association for Privacy Professionals (IAPP), the trade association for privacy professionals, from a few hundred members at the beginning of the century to more than 9000 members, a growing number of them from outside the United States, in 2011.342

Shifting the burden from users to business will also have a positive effect on the work ethos of privacy professionals. It will make privacy professionals focus more on integrating privacy into products and business processes and less on disclaiming

liability for privacy in legal notices. The sad reality is that today, those who care most about privacy are typically engaged in developing an expertise of reducing privacy to unintelligible legal blabber.

In addition to providing clear notice and opt-out tools where necessary, responsible businesses engaged in online behavioral tracking will comply with the following rules.

1. Sensitive Data

Sensitive categories of data should not be used for advertising purposes. Under the Data Protection Directive, the processing of sensitive data (“special categories of data”), including “data revealing racial or ethnic origin, political opinions, religious or philosophical beliefs, trade-union membership, and the processing of data concerning health or sex life,” requires explicit individual consent.\textsuperscript{343} To preempt the need for elaborate consent requirements, online behavioral tracking platforms should automatically exclude sensitive data categories. Further analysis will define what sensitive data means; suffice it to say that medical data and data concerning sexual habits or orientation is sensitive. The use of sensitive data for advertising purposes inherently implies a change of context, unexpected by users except in atypical circumstances. It is precisely this change of context that Helen Nissenbaum forcefully characterized as a privacy infringement.\textsuperscript{344} Although industry standards today do limit certain categories of sensitive data, outside the EU these categories are often based on concerns about revenue opportunities or negative publicity rather than any research into consumer sensitivities or balancing of potential benefits versus privacy risks.\textsuperscript{345}

Nissenbaum explains that a privacy violation occurs when either contextual “norms of appropriateness” or “norms of flow” are breached.\textsuperscript{346} “Norms of appropriateness” dictate what information about persons is appropriate, or fitting, to reveal in a particular context.\textsuperscript{347} Generally these norms circumscribe the type or nature of information about various individuals that, within a given context, is allowable or expected to be revealed.

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{343} Data Protection Directive, \textit{supra} note 124, at art. 8.
\item \textsuperscript{344} Nissenbaum, \textit{supra} note 283, at 145.
\item \textsuperscript{345} See discussion of industry initiatives, \textit{supra} Part IV.C.
\item \textsuperscript{346} Nissenbaum, \textit{supra} note 283, at 138, 143.
\item \textsuperscript{347} \textit{Id.} at 138.
\end{itemize}
For example, it is appropriate to share medical information with a doctor (or friend), but not with an employer or banker. Conversely, it is appropriate to share financial information with an employer or banker, but not with a doctor. Nissenbaum points out that “what matters is not only whether information is appropriate or inappropriate for a given context, but whether its distribution, or flow, respects contextual norms of information flow.”348 For example, although norms of appropriateness between friends are quite relaxed, allowing for the sharing of almost any information, norms of flow are restrictive, limiting friends from passing on information to others.

Both norms of appropriateness and norms of flow mandate caution before using sensitive data for advertising purposes. Clearly, most users would find it offensive to be labeled as “Viagra man” or “seeking abortion” and targeted with ads based on such categorization. Exceptions exist, but they cater to very specific audiences and are based on strong opt-in consent. Consider, for example, patients’ social networking website PatientsLikeMe.com, which explicitly, conspicuously, and unmistakably holds out to its users a philosophy of openness and use of medical data not only for commercial purposes but also for medical research.349

348. Id. at 141.

349. PatientsLikeMe states on its website: “Our Philosophy: Openness is a good thing. Most healthcare websites have a Privacy Policy. Naturally, we do too. But at PatientsLikeMe, we’re more excited about our Openness Philosophy. It may sound counterintuitive, but it’s what drives our groundbreaking concept. You see, we believe sharing your healthcare experiences and outcomes is good. Why? Because when patients share real-world data, collaboration on a global scale becomes possible. New treatments become possible. Most importantly, change becomes possible. . . . Currently, most healthcare data is inaccessible due to privacy regulations or proprietary tactics. As a result, research is slowed, and the development of breakthrough treatments takes decades. Patients also can’t get the information they need to make important treatment decisions. But it doesn’t have to be that way. When you and thousands like you share your data, you open up the healthcare system. . . . PatientsLikeMe enables you to effect a sea change in the healthcare system. We believe that the Internet can democratize patient data and accelerate research like never before. Furthermore, we believe data belongs to you the patient to share with other patients, caregivers, physicians, researchers, pharmaceutical and medical device companies, and anyone else that can help make patients’ lives better.” Our Philosophy, PATIENTSLIKEME, http://www.patientslike me.com/about/openness (last visited Nov. 4, 2011).
2. Children’s Data

Children should not be subject to online behavioral tracking. Children are a vulnerable target audience since they lack the capacity to evaluate ads and comprehend the data exchange underlying online transactions, particularly the potentially long-term effects of any data they divulge. This is also the position of the European Article 29 Working Party, which states, “taking into account the vulnerability of children, the Article 29 Working Party is of the view that ad network providers should not offer interest categories intended to serve behavioral advertising or influence children.”

Under the Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act (COPPA), businesses should not collect personal information from children they have actual knowledge are under the age of thirteen or from sites directed to children under the age of thirteen, or engage in online behavioral advertising directed to children they have actual knowledge are under the age of thirteen, except as compliant with the COPPA. This may not be enough. Privacy advocates note:

Children are increasingly subjected to a wide array of behavioral targeting practices through social networks, games, mobile services, and other digital platforms that use techniques that evade current legal restrictions. Scholars in neuroscience and psychology have identified a number of biological and psychosocial attributes that make adolescents particularly vulnerable to behavioral targeting.

Many responsible behavioral advertising companies already refrain from creating profiles from visits to sites directed at children under thirteen, even without actual knowledge of children’s use of such sites, which would trigger the provisions of COPPA. Industry standards, meanwhile, track COPPA and only limit behavioral ads when there is actual knowledge of the individual’s age. These restrictions should be extended to

355. For example, AOL Advertising—which provides content to sites such
fully limit even anonymous behavioral ads on such sites or creating profiles from data gleaned from users of children’s sites.

3. Anonymization/Pseudonymization

To the maximum possible extent, businesses engaged in online behavioral tracking should avoid processing personal information. This can be achieved, for example, by truncating IP addresses and hashing user IDs, in order to provide a nonpersonal information state management scheme. Nevertheless, even with anonymized data, all additional privacy by design measures must be maintained, given the robust deanonymization attacks highlighted in recent computer science and legal literature.356 For example, law professor Paul Ohm observed, “clever adversaries can often reidentify or deanonymize the people hidden in an anonymized database . . . . Reidentification science disrupts the privacy policy landscape by undermining the faith that we have placed in anonymization.”357

4. No Discriminatory Non-Marketing Related Uses

Far more troubling than the use of online behavioral track-
ing for ad targeting purposes is the use of online tracking for decisions in the fields of employment, insurance, banking and litigation. The use of a user’s browsing information in order to price her insurance premiums (e.g., based on her reading an article about breast cancer on Wikipedia or WebMD) or mortgage rates (e.g., based on her visiting bankruptcy advice websites) constitutes illegitimate context change and may inflict tangible harm on users. Helen Nissenbaum would characterize the transfer of information about online browsing to information brokers a breach of “norms of flow.”358 “According to the theory of contextual integrity, it is crucial to know the context—who is gathering the information, who is analyzing it, who is disseminating it and to whom, the nature of the information, the relationships among the various parties, and even larger institutional and social circumstances.”359 It is important to ask whether the information transfer harms users, interferes with their self-determination, or amplifies undesirable inequalities in status, power, and wealth. The prevention of unexpected uses of data is also mandated by existing data protection legislation, such as Article 6(1)(b) of the Data Protection Directive, which requires that personal data be “collected for specified, explicit and legitimate purposes and not further processed in a way incompatible with those purposes.”360

5. Retention

Much has been written recently about the so-called “right to oblivion” or “the right to be forgotten.”361 Indeed, in outlining

358. Emily Steel, A Web Pioneer Profiles Users by Name, WALL ST. J., Oct. 25, 2010, at A1 (“RapLeaf knows even more about . . . millions of other Americans: their real names and email addresses. This makes RapLeaf a rare breed. Rival tracking companies also gather minute detail on individual Americans: They know a tremendous amount about what you do. But most trackers either can’t or won’t keep the ultimate piece of personal information—your name—in their databases. The industry often cites this layer of anonymity as a reason online tracking shouldn’t be considered intrusive. RapLeaf says it never discloses people’s names to clients for online advertising. But possessing real names means RapLeaf can build extraordinarily intimate databases on people by tapping voter-registration files, shopping histories, social-networking activities and real estate records, among other things.”).


360. Data Protection Directive, supra note 124, at art. 6(1)(b).

361. See, e.g., Leslie Harris, Escaping Your Online Mistakes: Should There Be a Law? ABC NEWS (July 5, 2011), http://abcnews.go.com/Technology/internet-mistakes-forgotten/story?id=13995752#.TrSi5WDgJAg (“Instead of trying to implement a broad ‘right to be forgotten’ that would trample the
the “four pillars” for the revised European data protection framework, Viviane Reding, Vice-President of the European Commission and EU Justice Commissioner recently stated that:

The first [pillar] is the “right to be forgotten”: a comprehensive set of existing and new rules to better cope with privacy risks online. When modernizing the legislation, I want to explicitly clarify that people shall have the right—and not only the “possibility”—to withdraw their consent to data processing. The burden of proof should be on data controllers—those who process your personal data. They must prove that they need to keep the data rather than individuals having to prove that collecting their data is not necessary.362

The principle of retention limitation, as already embodied in Article 6(1)(e) of the Data Protection Directive, requires personal data to be “kept in a form which permits identification of data subjects for no longer than is necessary for the purposes for which the data were collected or for which they are further processed.”363 In its Green Paper, the Department of Commerce advocated adoption of a data minimization principle under which companies only retain personal information for as long as is necessary to fulfill the specified purposes.364

Accordingly, data provided to companies engaged in online behavioral tracking should be subject to a regular deletion policy. The length of the retention period, for example one week or one year, makes not only a quantitative but also a qualitative difference with respect to the impact of the data profile on user privacy. If a particular user does not interact with a tracking platform for a certain period of time, to be determined accord-

rights of other users, we would be better off working to create comprehensive privacy protections for users based on long-recognized principles such as transparency, data minimization, and individual access to data.”); Natasha Singer, Just Give Me the Right to Be Forgotten, N.Y. Times, Aug. 21, 2011, at BU 3 (“under the data protection directive of the European Union, people who have contracted with a company generally have a right to withdraw their permission for it to keep their personal data. Under this ‘right to be forgotten,’ Europeans who terminate frequent-flier memberships, for example, can demand that airlines delete their flight and mileage records”).

363. Data Protection Directive, supra note 124, at art. 6(1)(e).
364. GREEN PAPER, supra note 158, at 26.
ing to functional and technical specifications, their data should be deleted. Interacting with the platform once again will result in a new call for data.

6. Access and Rectification

Transparency entails providing users not only with information about data collection, use and transfer practices, but also with access to any files held by business about them and an opportunity to correct any data which are inaccurate or incomplete. For example, Article 12 of the Data Protection Directive grants individuals the right to access certain basic information from businesses about the storage, use and transfer of their personal data, and to rectify any information that is inaccurate. Access and rectification rights are recognized as FIPs in documents ranging from the 1980 OECD Guidelines to the 2008 United States Department of Homeland Security Privacy Policy Guidance Memorandum. To the extent websites, advertisers or ad intermediaries maintain user profiles that can be identified to specific individuals, those individuals should be afforded with access and rectification rights.

7. Data Security

Article 17 of the Data Protection Directive imposes the obligation on companies to apply "technical and organizational measures" to protect personal data against unauthorized or unlawful access or use, or accidental loss or destruction. In the United States, security breach notification laws have been enacted in most states and are now considered at the national level. Businesses engaged in online behavioral tracking must implement appropriate data security measures to comply with industry standards and best practices necessary to protect data

---

366. ORG. FOR ECON. CO-OPEAR. & DEV., supra note 317, at n.58.
369. The Department of Commerce Green Paper advocates “the consideration of a Federal commercial data security breach notification (SBN) law that sets national standards, addresses how to reconcile inconsistent State laws, and authorizes enforcement by State authorities.” GREEN PAPER, supra note 158, at 7.
of the type and amount used by their platforms.

8. Accountability

With the proliferation of cross-border data transfers and the advent of cloud computing, policymakers on both sides of the Atlantic have called for reiteration of the accountability principle.\textsuperscript{370} Under the accountability principle, initially introduced in the 1980 OECD Guidelines, an organization is responsible for personal information in its possession or custody, including information that has been transferred to a third party for processing.\textsuperscript{371} An organization must use contractual or other means to provide a comparable level of protection while the information is being processed by a third party.\textsuperscript{372} Given that the online behavioral tracking platforms entail multi-party cross-border data transfers, businesses must introduce contractual and organizational accountability measures.

CONCLUSION

The past decade has seen a proliferation of online data collection, processing, analysis, and storage capacities leading businesses to employ increasingly sophisticated technologies to track and profile individual users. Tracking may be performed for various purposes, including protecting and securing services from fraud and abuse, determining the relevancy of served content, providing accurate measurement of the impact of commercial and non-commercial content, and targeting behaviorally tailored ads. The use of online behavioral tracking for advertising purposes has drawn criticism from journalists, privacy advocates, and regulators. In particular, critics argue that users are uninformed of industry information practices and deprived of the opportunity to exert meaningful control over their data. This has led to regulatory and self-regulatory proposals to


\textsuperscript{372} \textit{Id.} at n. 14.
increase transparency and enhance user choice, most notably
the FTC’s DNT proposal in the United States and the amend-
ment to the e-Privacy Directive requiring opt-in consent for the
use of cookies in the EU.

The debate raging on both sides of the Atlantic needs to be
informed by a discussion of the fundamental tradeoff between
privacy and economic efficiency. By focusing on the mechanics
of notice and choice, participants in the debate have effectively
saddled users with a difficult policy decision they are ill
equipped to make. Discussions concerning whether a given
practice requires opt-in, opt-out or no consent— and if so where
and how choices should be presented—camouflage deep value
judgments which have yet to be made. This is not to say that a
value judgment needs to be as stark as a binary choice between
privacy and efficiency. On the contrary, a more nuanced equi-
librium is needed taking into account the benefits of not only
privacy rights, but also access to information and services,
freedom of speech, and economic efficiency. Such a balance
would then be used to draw the line between practices that are
acceptable without prior consent and those that require more
purposeful engagement by users.

Instead of shifting the burden to users, policymakers and
self-regulatory leaders should coalesce around a common ap-
proach to the information-for-value business model currently
prevailing online. If this model is seen as positive from a socie-
tal point of view, then online behavioral tracking should be ac-
cepted as a default, with opt-out options available via advanced
browser settings and implemented by industry self-regulatory
programs. Conversely, if the information-for-value model is
viewed as a perverse monetization of users’ fundamental rights,
then aspects of it should be curbed by prominent opt-out or opt-
in requirements. Reaching consensus on the policy outcome, in
order to effectively guide the development of consumer choice
mechanisms, should be the primary goal; thereafter, fair and
responsible data use obligations should be assigned to organi-
zations.